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Abstract
Space Shuttle STS-69 was launched on September 7, 1995, carrying the
Wake Shield Facility (WSF-02) among its payloads. The mission included two
GPS receivers: a Collins 3M receiver onboard the Endeavour and an Osborne
flight TurboRogue, known as the TurboStar, onboard the WSF-02. Two of the
WSF-02 GPS Experiment objectives were to 1) assess the ability to use GPS in a
relative satellite positioning mode using the receivers on Endeavour and WSF-02
and 2) assess the performance of the receivers to support high precision orbit
determination at the 400 km altitude. Three ground tests of the receivers were
conducted in order to characterize the respective receivers. The analysis of the
tests utilized the Double Differencing technique. A similar test in orbit was
conducted during STS-69 while the WSF-02 was held by the Endeavour robot
arm for a one hour period. In these tests, biases were observed in the double
difference pseudorange measurements, implying that biases up to 140 m exist
which do not cancel in double differencing. These biases appear to exist in the
Collins receiver, but their effect can be mitigated by including measurement bias
parameters to accommodate them in an estimation process. An additional test was
conducted in which the orbit of the combined Endeavour/WSF-02 was determined
independently with each receiver. These one hour arcs were based on forming
double differences with 13 TurboRogue receivers in the global IGS network and
estimating pseudorange biases for the Collins. Various analyses suggest the
TurboStar overall orbit accuracy is about one to two meters for this period, based
on double differenced phase residuals of 34 cm. These residuals indicate the level
of unmodeled forces on Endeavour produced by gravitational and
nongravitational effects. The rms differences between the two independently
determined orbits are better than 10 meters, thereby demonstrating the accuracy of
the Collins-determined orbit at this level as well as the accuracy of the relative
positioning using these two receivers.
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Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 THE STS-69 FLIGHT
The Space Shuttle Endeavour was launched September 7, 1995, at 10:09
CDT from Pad 39A at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) on an eleven day mission in
which one primary objective was to deploy and retrieve a free-flyer spacecraft.
This free-flyer was the Wake Shield Facility (WSF), a 4-meter diameter stainless
steel disk designed to conduct an experiment in developing ultra pure
semiconductor materials within the spacecraft's wake. The Endeavour flight,
referred to as STS-69, was the second flight of the Wake Shield, designated WSF-
02. The first flight occurred in February of 1994. There are two other missions
planned to fly a total of four times through 1999 in order to achieve the Wake
Shield's ambitious goals.
The start of STS-69 was typically delayed. Originally scheduled to launch
in late July of 1995, an issue surfaced after the launch of Space Shuttle Discovery
on July 13. Apparently, the primary O-ring in a nozzle joint on the left Reusable
Solid Rocket Motor (RSRM) of Space Shuttle Atlantis had been singed sometime
during the June 27 mission. NASA .postponed Endeavour's launch until flight
hardware related to the O-rings could be reviewed on Atlantis and Discovery
[Campion, et al., 1995]. However, this was not the only delay.
Once the O-ring issue was resolved, Mother Nature ordered up a record
number of tropical storms for the summer of 1995. One of these storms
developed into Hurricane Erin and Endeavour was rolled back from the launch
pad to the Vertical Assembly Building on August 1, only the tenth roll back in
shuttle history. Endeavour was returned to Pad 39A on August 8.
The launch was scheduled for August 31, but a failure of one of the three
Endeavour fuel cells forced the mission management team to scrub the launch
prior to initiation of tanking operations. Fuel cell number 2 was replaced and the
launch countdown was started on September 4.
Finally on September 7, Endeavour and its crew were ready to go. The
commander of the mission was three-time Shuttle veteran David Walker with
pilot Kenneth Cockrell, an Austin born University of Texas graduate! The three
mission specialists were James Voss, James Newman and Michael Gernhardt, the
sole rookie. Together they carded out STS-69 Spartan-201 deployment and
retrieval up through September 11 when WSF-02 deployment occurred.
The WSF-02 was released for a total free-flight duration of 72 hours.
During this free-flight, a nitrogen thruster on WSF-02, and subsequent Endeavour
orbital maneuvers, eventually increased the separation between Endeavour and
WSF-02 to more than 40 kin. The nominal free-flight attitude of WSF-02
oriented the velocity vector normal to the disk. The orbit of WSF-02 was nearly
circular at about 400 km with an orbit inclination of 28.5 °.
This design of WSF-02 and its orbit characteristics made it a suitable
platform for other experiments. With the primary thin film growth experiment set
on the back side of the WSF-02, the Texas Space Grant Consortium (TSGC) took
advantage of the opportunity to store payloads on the opposite side. TSGC is a
joint program between NASA and three Space Grant Colleges: The University of
Texas at Austin, Texas A&M, and the University of Houston. It is comprised of
56 Texas organizations ranging from industrial, educational and government
backgrounds. One of TSGC's main objectives accomplished here is "To foster
high quality graduate level space research at consortium academic institutions"
[TSGC, 1996].
Three payloads were chosen by TSGC to be collectively known as
TexasSat-01. The fu'st experiment was Baylor University's Cosmic Dust/Orbital
Debris Monitor (CoDEM). The CoDEM was used to capture orbital debris to be
brought back to Earth for further study. The second was a joint experiment
between The University of Texas at Dallas and Lamar University. They flew a
Neutral Mass Spectrometer (NMS) used to measure the environment surrounding
the WSF-02, including monitoring the wake area and the distribution of gases
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releasedfrom the Shuttle. The University of Texasat Austin proposeda third
payloadconsistingof ahighprecisionGlobalPositioningSystem(GPS)receiver.
1.2 SPACEBORNEGPS
Spaceborne GPS is an advancement that has caught the interest of space
entrepreneurs all over the world. Beyond the original goal of surface positioning,
many space based applications have been developed for research in various
scientific communities. Among these are onboard positioning and attitude
determination, precision orbit determination (POD), Earth gravity model
improvements, atmospheric sounding (occultation), and ionospheric imaging, just
to name a few. There are several examples of these successful applications to
support future activities with spacebome GPS.
A recent development in attitude positioning involved a single frequency
C/A-code receiver flown on the U.S. Air Force satellite RADCAL which reported
attitude accuracy of better than 0.5 ° [Cohen, et al., 1993]. POD for altimetry
missions reached new levels of accuracy exceeding 4 cm rms radial orbit accuracy
when a dual frequency P-code receiver was flown onboard the joint U.S.-French
TOPEX/POSEIDON at 1335 km. The orbit accuracy assessment was reached
through analysis of tracking data from non-GPS sources, analysis of altimeter data
and comparisons of results produced by independent software. These results were
described by Taply et al. [1994], Melbourne et al. [1994], Yunck et al. [1994],
Bertiger et al. [1994] and Schutz et al. [1994]. More recently, a TurboStar flown
on the UCAR's orbiting GPS/MET at 750 km produced atmospheric profiling via
GPS occultation measurements with estimated accuracy of about 1 ° K over a
range of altitudes [Hajj, et al., 1995].
Success stories such as these have encouraged the continuous exploitation
of GPS capabilities. However, even with the rapid growth in GPS applications,
there have been few reported flights in low Earth orbit with a high precision GPS
receiver. Nevertheless, several applications have been proposed and were
reviewed by Yunck [ 1995].
Onesuchideawasdedicatedto improvingthemodelof theEarth's gravity
field. Errors in the gravity model inhibit applications with high orbit accuracy
requirements. The well known nature of these errors can be characterized by
dependencies on altitude and orbit inclination. Since modem gravity fields have
relied on precise tracking of high inclination satellites, errors in the gravity field
exist at low inclination where few satellites have contributed to gravity field
determination. For example, the satellite content in JGM-3 [Tapley, et al., 1996;
Tapley, et al., 1995] shows the correlation between satellite inclination, altitude
and uncertainty in the gravity coefficients. The flight of a GPS receiver at low
inclination and low altitude would provide a unique contribution to current gravity
models.
There are also other applications with various levels of orbit determination
requirements. Altimeter satellites, for example, have high radial orbit accuracy
limitations in order to achieve their scientific objectives. Rendezvous and
docking activities requires accurate knowledge of the relative position of two
spacecraft, such as required for future Space Shuttle and International Space
Station activities. The Space Shuttle also offers an opportunity to experiment
with new spacebome orbit sensitive instruments and refine their design before
committing them to free-flight operation. With these incentives, the Shuttle
program is now involved in an effort to investigate the benefits of utilizing GPS
and has thus configured the orbiter fleet with GPS receivers. However, little
experience has been acquired with using the Shuttle Collins 3M GPS receiver to
support such operations. Knowledge of the expected orbit accuracy from the
Collins 3M will be important for general Shuttle orbital operations as well as for
supporting experimental scientific payloads.
Another important application is the use of GPS to obtain temperature
profiles of the atmosphere. The technique is based on the measurement of GPS
signals as they pass through the atmosphere, a technique that has now been
demonstrated with MicroLab I carrying the GPS/MET experiment. However, the
number of profiles from a single satellite is limited and the increased number of
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measurementsfrom multiplesatellitescouldadvancethefundamentalinformation
usedin climatologicalmodels.
1.3 OBJECTIVES
The examples given in the preceding section for continuous operation of a
spaceborne GPS receiver at low altitude and low inclination are completely
compatible with the technical aspects of the STS-69/WSF-02 mission. As noted
previously, the GPS Experiment on WSF-02 consisted of a high precision GPS
receiver, known as the TurboStar. A second receiver, a Collins 3M, was carried
on Endeavour during the STS-69 flight.
The technical objectives of the WSF-02/GPS experiment were to:
• assess the ability to use GPS in a relative satellite positioning mode
using the WSF-02/GPS receiver and the separate receiver on Endeavour,
• assess the performance of the WSF-02 and Endeavour GPS receivers to
support high precision orbit determination,
• assess the low altitude space environment, particularly the level of
unmodeled forces experienced by Endeavour,
• assess the potential of gravity model improvements due to WSF-02,
• use the GPS signals to obtain atmospheric temperature profiles in an
"occultation" experiment.
This report discusses the procedures used and results obtained for the first
three objectives. The next chapter describes the WSF-02/GPS experiment on
STS-69, including the equipment used, the pre-mission preparation, and then the
actual in-flight WSF-02/GPS experiment. Chapter 3 describes GPS theory
relevant to the analysis of the WSF-02/GPS experiment data. In particular, the
procedures for navigation solution calculations, double-differencing of
measurements, and ionospheric corrections are described. Ground tests of the two
receivers used during the mission are discussed in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5
describes a similar in-flight calibration test. The sixth chapter finally examines
precision orbit determination of the combined vehicle, Endeavour and WSF-02,
through the use of the independent GPS receivers.

Chapter 2
The WSF-02/GPS Experiment
2.1 Tm_ SET UP
The WSF-02/GPS experiment required several pieces of equipment, which
were either borrowed or built specifically for the mission. Coordinating
instrument compatibility, testing all components, and developing hardware to
satisfy conflicting requirements was a challenge. The end result was an
experiment that accomplished all mission objectives stated in Section 1.3. In the
following sections, the major components and their integration will be discussed:
the WSF-02, the WSF-02 TurboStar receiver, the Shuttle Collins receiver, the
WSF-02 and Shuttle antennas, and a data recorder stowed on the WSF-02.
2.1.1 The WSF-02
The Wake Shield Facility, developed by the University of Houston's Space
Vacuum Epitaxy Center and built by Space Industries, Inc., (SII) has three main
objectives. One objective is to prove the feasibility of creating an ultra-vacuum
away from the Shuttle. With the vacuum of space being in the range of 10 -6 to
10 -7 torr, the WSF-02 was expected to create a vacuum of 10 "14 ton'. This was
accomplished by flying the "ram" side of a disk into the wind. This aligned the
velocity vector normal to the disk plane which created a wake behind the shield.
Figure 2.1 shows the WSF-02 in its nominal orbital attitude.
Within this wake-induced vacuum, a second objective was to use a process
called epitaxy to grow a series of very pure and atomically ordered thin films of
semiconductor compounds, such as gallium arsenide. Four, three-inch diameter
wafers were successfully grown as a result of the WSF-02 flight [McKenna,
1995].
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Figure 2.1 Side View of WSF-02
The third main objective was to support any secondary/auxiliary payloads.
Fortunately, extra storage space on the WSF-02 ram side provided an excellent
opportunity for additional experiments from both industry and academia. Figure
2.2 shows the ram side of the WSF-02 with several examples of secondary
payloads labeled. Of most importance to this study is the WSF-02/GPS
experiment.
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Figure 2.2 View of WSF-02 Ram Side
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2.1.2 GPS Equipment of the WSF-02
The WSF-02 GPS Receiver
The WSF-02 GPS receiver was the flight version of the Allan Osborne
TurboRogue, which has heritage based on JPL receiver designs. The flight
version is marketed as the TurboStar and is shown in Figure 2.3. For the WSF-02
flight, the receiver was lent by the University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research (UCAR). This receiver was the backup unit to the primary unit on the
MicroLab I satellite launched in April 1995 for the GPS/MET meteorological
experiment [Ware, et al., 1995].
o GPS Antenna
Auxiliary Port
19.2 kb/s
(commands/data)
Power
"-14 VDC
Figure 2.3 TurboStar Receiver
The WSF-02/GPS receiver design, tracking circuits and software were
developed at JPL for NASA and flight software enhancements were implemented
by JPL under contract to UCAR. The WSF-02 flight unit serial number was 105.
The receiver mass was 2.3 kg in a 25x25x10 cm volume, using an average of 17
9
watts. The WSF-02/GPS receiver was tested in the pre-launch period for thermal
conditions similar to those expected in the orbit environment. It was also tested
for vibration loads exceeding those expected during Shuttle launches.
The WSF-02 TurboStar can track both the L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2
(1227.60 MHz) signals from the GPS satellites. It is a precision code (P-code)
receiver, but in the presence of anti-spoofing (AS), or encrypted P-code, the
receiver tracks the coarse acquisition (C/A) code. When this occurs, the
TurboStar can use a cross-correlation technique to construct a delay between the
L1 and L2 measurements. This delay is then added to the L1 measurement to
create a "pseudo" L2 measurement. Receiver's with this capability are often
referred to as "codeless" receivers since they are able to make an L2 measurement
without knowledge of the encrypted code.
The TurboStar measures both pseudorange and carrier phase on both
frequencies for as many as eight simultaneous GPS satellites. Table 2.1 is an
example of data from the TurboStar taken during the STS-69 flight. In this
example, receive time is as follows: year, month, day, hour, minute, and second.
The PRN list is the GPS satellites tracked during the sample time. (P1) and (P2)
are pseudorange measurements corresponding to carder frequencies L1 and L2,
respectively, while (L1) and (L2) are carrier phase measurements corresponding
to carrier frequencies L1 and L2, respectively. In the presence of anti-spoofing
(AS), C 1 is the pseudorange measurement made with the C/A-code. Since PRN
12 is a Block I satellite, it transmits only P-code. Hence, an L1 pseudorange
measurement is given in the (P1) column.
Table 2.1 TurboStar Data
Receive Time: 95 09 11 11 00 55.0000000
PRN (L1) (_L2) (P1) (1_2) (_C1)
15 -24098675.50 -18778185.24 0.00 23018437.92 23018437.57
12 -28622690.97 -22303383.28 22205911.88 22205912.82 0.00
7 -28826558.24 -22462246.67 0.00 21211199.68 21211199.40
9 4619199.32 3599384.09 0.00 26642575.97 26642577.06
26 -414443.31 -322938.66 0.00 26680360.78 26680360.42
2 -40475645.46 -31539460.08 0.00 20248635.72 20248635.63
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Oneadditional issue remains to be addressed to understand the operation
of the TurboStar. Because receiver clocks are not precisely synchronized with
GPS satellite clocks, corrections need to be made to the measurement times of the
receiver. The TurboStar has a capability known as "clock steering". In other
words, the clock error does not grow with time but is self adjusting and controlled
toward GPS Time. When the TurboStar does not have enough measurements to
compute a navigation solution, no clock steering occurs. The quartz oscillator
used by the receiver starts to "free-run" and a larger clock correction results (T.
Meehan, JPL, personal communications, 1996). Figure 2.4 demonstrates typical
clock steering of the TurboStar. This figure illustrates the departure of the
receiver clock from GPS Time. Note that the magnitude is less than + 1
microsecond.
3.00E-07
2.00E-07
1.00E-07
O.OOE+O0
-1.00E-07
-2.00E-07
-3.00E-07
i i
:°
Ir ;- I i.
$,
]
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Time (m_=n¢l=)
4OO0
Figure 2.4 TurboStar Clock Corrections
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The GPS Data Recorder
Because of a limited bandwidth on the WSF-02 telemetry system,
especially during the film growth experiments, transmitting all of the GPS
receiver data in real time was not possible. An onboard recorder was designed
and constructed for the experiment by engineers of the NASA Johnson Space
Center (JSC). To support a separate real time experiment, the recorder was also
designed to extract "snapshots" of data in real time. These snapshots were
transmitted over the WSF-02 telemetry stream on ground command when
opportunities became available. Because of both telemetry bandwidth
considerations and limited access to the WSF-02 telemetry, only a small number
of additional receiver commands could be implemented.
The recorder was designed to store 80 megabytes on solid state flash
memory. This enabled storage of the receiver's pseudorange and carrier phase
measurements at an interval of every five seconds, in addition to handling
occultation measurements which were taken at a frequency of 50 Hz. Occultation
measurements occurred when a tracked GPS satellite underwent occultation by
Earth's atmosphere. The receiver recognized occultation when the GPS satellite
dropped below a pre-set elevation.
The TurboStar had a tracking mode called "hi rate" in which the receiver
occultation parameter AZ Width was set to 90 °. This enabled a higher number of
occultation observations. In "1o rate" mode, AZ Width was set to 30 °. Since the
receiver provided more measurements in hi rate, a "hi-rate-to-lo-rate" command
was programmed into the recorder to ensure sufficient storage space for the
duration of the experiment. The hi-rate-to-lo-rate command could be activated
from the Commercial Payload Operation Control Center (COMPOCC) using a
software code 159.
Other communications allowed with the recorder during the mission are
listed in Table 2.2. Not every command required a software code. "Power on"
simply supplied power to the recorder from the WSF-02. "Acquisition on"
enabled the recorder to transmit data to COMPOCC on command. There were
three command codes needed to reformat the recorder disk if desired, which
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would erase any existing data. As it turns out, at the start of the mission the
recorder's disk space was about 4% full, but this was considered minimal and the
disk was not reformatted. The last two commands terminated the experiment:
"Acquisition off" and "Power off".
Table 2.2 Recorder Commands
Command Code
Power On N/A
Acquisition On NIA
hi-rate-to-lo-rate 159
Reformat Disk
Acquisition Off
Power Off
7, 25r 93
N/A
N/A
Other amenities in the recorder design included PC-based software for pre-
flight testing and on-flight operations. In most cases, the software was on a laptop
computer. One software capability allowed the user to monitor real time data,
i.e. navigation solution or pseudorange measurements. This option was an
important health status flag for the receiver/recorder. If no data were displayed
(either during an on-ground test or during an in-flight snap shot), the user would
know the system was malfunctioning.
Other recorder health status variables were displayed as well, including
recorder temperature and a recorder counter to demonstrate recorder power in the
event of a receiver failure. Both the ground test and on-flight software recorded
all data seen by the laptop in "log" files. During the flight, laptop recording only
occurred during snap shots.
The WSF-02 GPS Antenna
The GPS antenna on WSF-02 was a micro-strip antenna made by Ball
Aerospace and is shown in Figure 2.5. Its location on the shield was selected as a
result of various compromises. For precision orbit determination, a full-sky view
of the zenith direction is optimal, but for the atmospheric profiling objective, an
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antenna orientation in the anti-velocity vector direction is optimal. Other
considerations included avoidance of signal multipath sources and clearance of
the wake region. With these factors in mind, the antenna was placed on the zenith
side of the disk rim, with the ground plane oriented 26 ° with respect to the zenith,
as shown in Figure 2.1. This orientation required trim tabs to offset an
aerodynamic torque introduced by the protruding antenna ground plane to which
the strip antenna was attached.
@ 1 • I ! .
Cab__le Connection
to GPS Receiver
Figure 2.5 WSF-02 GPS Antenna Without The Ground Plane
Integration of the GPS Equipment
The TurboStar, data recorder, and antenna were integrated as shown in
Figure 2.6. The auxiliary port was not used during the flight but was used in
conjunction with another laptop during all hardware integration tests on ground.
Note the receiver power supply was the recorder. The recorder required 28 V of
which 15 V was supplied to the receiver. Also, all communications to and from
the receiver traveled through the recorder.
Figure 2.7 is an actual photo of the integrated receiver and recorder on the
WSF-02 taken at Hangar AE, KSC. These two pieces of equipment were then
shielded with an aluminum cover to protect them from overexposure to the sun in
space. It should be noted that the cover did not completely enclose the
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equipment. Figure 2.8 is an actual photo of the GPS antenna attached to the
WSF-02. The blue cable shown is the antenna cable which connected to the
TurboStar.
+ 15 V Power--
out to receiver
Data -
communications
to receiver
Figure 2.6
Recorder
ToP1
ToP3
Power
To P4 Source
To Antenna
]'Receiver
-P1 •
P2@_
-P3 •
P40_
Auxiliary PortData communication
to WSF (or computer) Corn
(To P3)
+28 V Power in from WSF [ _" _-- Power
/ _ (To P1)
Recorder TurboStar
Receiver, Recorder and Antenna Integration Schematic
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Figure 2.7 Installed Receiver and Recorder on WSF-02
Figure 2.8 Installed WSF-02 GPS Antenna
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2.1.3 GPS Equipment of the Space Shuttle Endeavour
The Collins 3M Receiver
The Endeavour spacecraft, designed to accommodate GPS, carried a
Collins 3M GPS receiver. The receiver measures pseudorange and a differenced
range with the capability to track up to five satellites, where the fifth channel is a
"roving" channel. The Collins receiver is a dual frequency, P-code receiver. The
L 1 frequency is tracked on the first four channels, while the fifth channel uses L2
P-code. When the P-code is encrypted, the receiver only tracks the C/A-code on
the carder frequency L 1. The serial number of the Collins 3M used on Endeavour
is 001. The serial number of the model used for the ground tests was 98. Both
had a mass of about 5.4 kg in a 8x 18x30 cm. volume, using on average 28 watts.
Table 2.3 is an example of the assumed interpretation of the raw data
obtained from the Collins receiver as shown in Appendix 1. It was assumed (PA)
and (PB) were pseudorange measurements and (LA) and (LB) were differenced
range measurements, but it was not obvious which frequency was being used. In
this example, however, since it was known that P-code was encrypted (except for
PRN 12), the measurements were C/A L1 pseudorange and differenced range and
the second PRN 12 measurement was assumed to be an L2 measurement in the
fifth channel.
Table 2.3 Collins Data
Receive Time: 95 9 11 11 0 54.9508563
PRN (PA) (_PB) (CA) (LA) (LB)
19 -4077183. 380 0.000 0.000 720.427 0.000
12 -5032639.996 0.000 0.000 1494.610 0.000
15 -4219820.498 0.000 0.000 -4743.849 0.000
2 -6989795.783 0.000 0.000 -1050.212 0.000
12 -5032641.456 0.000 0.000 1494.634 0.000
The other issue with the interpretation of the raw Collins data shown in
Appendix 1 is the time tag. It was first assumed that a receiver clock correction
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needed to be calculated for each set of measurements (see Section 3.1). However,
one result of the research that will be presented in Chapter 6 demonstrates that the
receiver clock correction was accounted for in the time tag. Unfortunately, as
shown by the negative pseudorange values in Table 2.3, the measurements are not
consistent with this interpretation. This could be a misinterpretation of either the
raw data, or a feature of the software that creates the spread sheet data in
Appendix 1. As a consequence, the results presented hither do not involve a
solution for the Collins clock correction. In other words, the receive time was
interpreted as already being corrected to GPS Time.
The Shuttle Antennas
Because the orbiter operates in many spatial orientations, it is configured
with two antennas: one on top above the crew cabin and the other directly below
on the Shuttle's "belly". In Shuttle terminology, the two antennas are referred to
as the "upper-hemi" and the "lower-hemi". Figure 2.9 illustrates the location of
the upper-hemi.
For most in-flight applications, both antennas receive signals. The
consequence of this design is that the five channels of the Collins will usually
contain data from both antennas. However, the receiver has been shown to meet
or exceed the Shuttle requirements, even in the presence of Selective Availability
(100 m positioning). For most operations, the position requirements are several
kilometers, with the exception of entry requirements being in the vicinity of 100
m (R. Carpenter, JSC, personal communications, 1996) so the association of
antenna with tracked satellites is not important. In the POD problem, however,
this distinction is important at the meter level.
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Figure 2.9 Shuttle Upper-hemi Antenna and WSF-02 Antenna
2.2 A TIMELINE OF PRE-FLIGHT EVENTS
The initial planning and establishment of hardware requirements took
place in Summer 1994. Various hardware designs were considered and accepted
or rejected. Several meetings were held between JSC, University of Texas and
University of Houston personnel to resolve design issues. In Fall 1994, the design
was established, as shown in Figure 2.6. Agreements were obtained in which
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UCAR would loantheTurboStarreceiverandJSCwoulddesignandconstructthe
datarecorder. Testsneededto beexecutedto verify compatibility andensureall
componentswere properly functioning. Once in flight, the experiment was
basicallypassive; therefore,verificationof everypossibleaspectof themission
prior to flight wasanecessity.
In Decemberof 1994, radio frequency interference (RFI) tests were
conducted at SII, the contractor managingthe WSF-02 project. These tests
included simultaneousoperationof all componentsto evaluatetheir responseto
RFI. No sourcesof RFI that wouldadverselyaffecttheTurboStarwerefound.
At the turn of the new year in 1995,the TurboStarpassedthermal and
vibration testsat Ball Aerospacein Boulder, Colorado. These tests included
vibration levels that exceededthoseexpectedduring launch and temperature
effectsreaching65°C.
In March at JSCin Houston,Texas,anorbital flight signal simulatortest
wasperformed. This wasthef'u'stjoint testof theTurboStarandrecordersystem.
In this test, a hardwaresignal simulatorgeneratedL1 and L2 P-code signals
consistent with those that an orbiting receiver on the Shuttle would acquire.
Although a few problemswere discoveredwith the recorder,NASA engineers
quickly modified it for anothertestin April.
The April testalsoincludedtheCollins in anattemptto calibratethe two
receiversandcharacterizetheir performancebeforethe flight. A final testof the
TurboStar and recorder on April 14 showedthe units were functioning fine
together. Analysis of the recorded data verified this successful operation.
By the end of the month, both the recorder and the TurboStar were ready
to be integrated with the WSF-02 at the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in
Hangar AE near KSC. Despite many incidents (see April report in Appendix 2),
the integration was a success. Finally in May, a final test of the receiver/recorder
system was performed at Hangar AE and the latest version of flight software for
the TurboStar was installed. This version of flight software had been validated in
flight on the GPS/MET receiver. A different set of problems were encountered
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due to the test environment, but the final flight preparation was a success (See
May report in Appendix 2).
After the Shuttle's eleven day journey starting on September 7, 1995,
preliminary results were rushed to the 8th International Technical Meeting of The
Satellite Division of The Institute of Navigation [Schutz, et al., 1995]. Then in
early October, both the TurboStar and recorder were removed from the WSF-02
in Hangar AE. Both were taken to JSC for data extraction and instrument
analysis. While the hardware was at JSC, another TurboStar/Collins calibration
test was performed as part of a post-flight analysis. This test concluded the WSF-
02/GPS experiment. By mid to late October, the flight data became available
allowing data analysis to begin and the TurboStar was returned to UCAR. Results
of the experiment were presented at the AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Meeting in
early February [Schroeder, et al., 1995] and an additional test of the TurboStar
was conducted in March 1996 at UCAR. The mission related events are
summarized in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4 Timeline Of Events
Summer 1994
Fall 1994
December 1994
January/Februar_ 1995
March 1995
April 1995
April 1995
April 1995
May 1995
September 1995
September 1995
October 1995
October 1995
Februar_ 1996
March 1996
Initial Plannin_
Experiment Design Finalized
Equipment RFI Tests
TurboStar Thermal/Vibration Tests
Orbital Flight Signal Simulation
TurboStar & Collins Calibration
Final Recorder Test
Hardware/WSF-02 Integration
Last Fli_ht Software Upload
STS-69 Flight
ION Meetinl_
Equipment Retrieval
TurboStar & Collins Calibration
AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Meeting
Final TurboStar Checkout
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2.3 Tim FLIGI-IT EXPERIMENT
This section describes the actual turn of events and conduct of the
experiment during the mission. Launch of STS-69 took place at 10:09 CDT, on
September 7, 1995.
About three and a half days into the mission, on September 11, 1995, the
Shuttle was placed into a gravity gradient (GG) attitude as shown in Figure 2.9
which remains stable without Shuttle thrusting. This enabled Endeavour to
remain stable while WSF-02 operations took place, providing an uncontaminated
environment for the WSF-02. The Remote Manipulator System (RMS), or
Shuttle arm, grappled the WSF-02, lifting it out of the cross-bay carder into a
hover position at 254:05:44 UTC. There it hovered for about fifteen minutes
before being slowly maneuvered into a position called "ram cleaning". Ram
cleaning consisted of maneuvering the WSF-02's wake side into the direction of
flight so that the "wind" of atomic oxygen could clean away any impurities
collected during launch. After more than an hour and a half of cleansing, the
WSF-02 was carefully moved to ADACS checkout (C/O) orientation where the
WSF-02's Attitude Determination and Control System (ADACS) was to be tested.
After ADACS C/O maneuvers, GPS acquisition was initiated since the WSF-02
was in an orientation similar to free-flight. With the arm quietly supporting the
WSF-02 for an hour and a half as it waited to maneuver its payload into the
release position, the receiver was powered on. Using information loaded into the
receiver four months earlier, the receiver "found itself" by tracking and locking
onto GPS satellites.
The WSF-02 was released into free flight at about 254:11:26 UTC. With
the constraint of the Shuttle not being allowed to fire any thrusters for fear of
contamination of the space around the thin film growth experiment, the WSF-02
used small nitrogen thrusters to maneuver away from the Shuttle. This was the
first time a payload had maneuvered away from the Shuttle. With the WSF-02 at
a safe distance, the Shuttle then maneuvered itself to further increase the relative
distance to almost 40 km. During the first twenty hours of free flight, the WSF-02
mission permitted few occasions for snap shots of GPS data to be transmitted via
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telemetry. However the data transmittedappearednormal and the recorder
appearedto be working. Unfortunately,at 255:07:49UTC a power converter
failed in the recorder that provided power to the receiver(seeAppendix 3 for
further details). This failure ceasedall datacollection and snapshot telemetry
capabilities; however,no prior datawere lost. At the time of the failure, the
causewasuncertain,so severalattemptswere madeto revive the experimentin
flight, to noavail. Thereceiverandrecorderwereeventuallypowereddown. The
WSF-02 wasretrievedby thearm on September14after about72 hoursof free
flight, andthenreturnedto Earthon the17th.
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Chapter 3
Relevant GPS Theory
There are many aspects of GPS theory which could be discussed and then
applied to numerous scenarios. For example, one could discuss: the several
measurement types, the various measurement processing techniques, the error
sources, how to account for each error source, the timing issue, the many
applications of GPS, the expected accuracy for different applications, and so on.
Here only the immediately relevant GPS theory subjects will be covered in order
to establish the foundations of the analysis used in this study.
3.1
The position determination
problem involving GPS is characterized
in Figure 3.1. The receiver tracks a
varying number of satellites, where the
number of satellites is dependent upon
the receiver capabilities and visibility of
the satellites. For a simple kinematic
solution of XR, YR, and Za in the Earth
Centered Inertial (ECI) True Of Date
(TOD) frame, one might assume that
the minimum observations necessary
NAVIGATION SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
Z _$v2
,, / \
'":4 '/ 3
Figure 3.1 GPS Navigation Scenario
would be three, resulting in three equations for three unknowns. The nature of
GPS however, induces clock errors that must be taken into account and thus four
observations is the necessary minimum, not three.
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3.1.1 Clock Errors
Though most GPS clocks are either Cesium or Rubidium atomic
standards, there still exist clock errors for each satellite which is usually modeled
as a quadratic polynomial in the form of Eq. (3-1),
8t r = T r - t r = a + b(T r - To) + c(T r-To) 2 + 77 (3-1)
where T r is the true transmit time, tr is the transmit time according to the GPS
satellite clock, TO is a reference time, a is a constant offset, b(T r - To) is a drift
term, and c(T r - To) 2 is a nonlinear term. The constants a, b, and c, along with
TO are superimposed onto the transmitted signal with other information as a
"broadcast ephemeris". In order for Eq. (3-1) to be an equality, 7/ represents
other contributions, such as random effects and intentional dithering of the clocks,
known as Selective Availability (SA). Because these other contributions are
usually hard to model, they are neglected for this discussion.
A GPS receiver also has a clock error which could be modeled similar to
the transmitting clock error. However, because the receiver clocks have no
centralized entity that provides clock correction terms like the transmitter clocks,
a receiver clock error must be estimated along with the position at each
observation epoch. This additional parameter constrains the minimum necessary
observations to four.
In the situation where the receiver has more than four channels, and GPS
satellites lend themselves to visibility, the number of observations can exceed the
number of unknowns. The problem becomes an overdetermined system of
nonlinear equations and requires a method like least squares to be formulated.
3.1.2 The Formation of Least Squares
An observation/state relationship can be defined such that,
Yi = Oi - Pe for i = 1..... n total observations (3-2)
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where y, is defined as a residual, O i, the observed range, and pi, the computed
range. This residual is an indication of how well the estimated state compares
with the actual observation since the computed range is dependent on the nominal
state. Obviously, the better the estimated state, the closer p,. will match the
observation, O_, and the residual will approach zero. This residual can be used in
a function that evaluates the performance of an estimation process, otherwise
known as a performance index. For the least squares method, the performance
index, J, is written as the sum of the squares of the residuals and needs to be
minimized: thus, the name least squares has been adopted, where
j=_.y2 (3-3)
i=1
This performance index is minimized when its derivatives with respect to
each state being estimated are zero, namely,
n°_J = _ 2(0 i - ,oi) °_Pi = 0o_xR ,=i
°3J = _2(Oi-pi) - =o
(3_Z R i=1
al _ ap,a(, tR),=,
(3-4-)
(3-5)
(3-6)
=0 (3-7)
Hence, since Pi is a nonlinear function of the unknown position, these
conditions represent four nonlinear algebraic equations with four unknowns. One
method of solving this complicated system is to use the Newton-Raphson iteration
(NRI) method. The NRI method iterates for the root of a function, which is
exactly the case presented here. There are four scalar functions of which their
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rootsare the desired estimated state, however, the functions are coupled. That is,
each equation is dependent on all four unknown parameters.
Labeling Eqs. (3-4) through (3-7) as four separate functions F1, F2, F3 and
F4, respectively, the NRI method for a system of equations takes the form
[Cheney, 1994],
_r,  ll
L_xJl_krl_ (3-8)
where X=[XR YR ZR _tR] r (3-9)
ff=[F1 F2 F3 F4] T (3-10)
OF1 c9F1 OF1 BF1
_XR dYR OZR _(StR)
BF2 BF2 BF2 dF2
o_XR OYR OZR O(_t R)
BF3 _F3 BF3 BF3
BX R ¢9YR BZa O( St R)
BF4 _F4 _F4 c_F4
BX R BY R BZ R O(StR)
(3-11)
Carrying out the derivatives of the matrix (3-11) demonstrates that each
term in this matrix is a function of the residual. For example, the diagonal terms
have the form of Eq. (3-12) while the off-diagonal terms have the form of Eq. (3-
13),
_= 2_,(0 i -p, 4 cgXR tgXRt_X R i=l
aft v . _"_,( -a% ] op, ao,
or,=2m(°'-"iex,er,)+ex,or,
(3-12)
(3-13)
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If onenotesthattheresidual,or (9,. - p,, is small and can be neglected to a
reasonable approximation, then the first term can be ignored and the resulting
matrix is symmetric! It follows that
at,, _, ap, ap, 5"_, _,
ap, ap, 5" ap, ap,
Z aY,aY, "7"aY,az,
az, az,
ap, ap,
ap, ap,
o3(atR ) o3(at, )
(3-14)
If one defines a matrix H to be a partial derivative matrix of the state
observation matrix, and then defines the state observation matrix, y,
n ,.._
ay, ay, ay, ay,
ax, aY, az, a(a,,)
ay, ay_ ay_ ay_
OxR aY, az, a( &, )
ay. ay. ay. ay.
_gxR 3YR _gzR _9(6tR)
0, -p,]
02 -P2
and y = (3-15, 3-16)
O i__p.
then this notation allows for simplification of the previous NRI equations• H
multiplied by the transpose of itself will be equivalent to Eq. (3-14) and H
transpose multiplied by the residual matrix will produce F, or
Hr H --- _ and ff ---Hry
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Applying this to Eq. (3-8),
Xk+, = Xk -[HrH]-'Hry (3-17)
By assuming the residuals are nearly zero, it can be seen that the NRI
method can be written in a more compact manner and in a form that is consistent
with the minimum variance estimation results [Tapley, 1973]. The resulting Eq.
(3-17) is actually more commonly referred to as the method of least squares.
Often Eq. (3-17) can be re-written as Xk+ 1 = X x -:2. This :2 is the
correction term to the previous estimate, X k. The solution converges as :2
approaches zero if the update on X k is made each iteration. Fortunately, the NRI
method has quadratic convergence. The convergence criteria is usually based on
changes in :2 between iteration or on the change in the root mean square, or rms,
of the residuals,
,_ 2l'ms =. Yi
i=l n
(3-18)
This method of least squares is used throughout this research to provide
the navigation solution or kinematic solutions for position at a specified time,
given at least four GPS pseudorange observations. With the convenient bonus of
quadratic convergence, the method is well suited to the GPS navigation problem.
3.2 DOUBLE DIFFERENCE MEASUREMENTS
The GPS receivers used in this analysis measure pseudorange and carrier
phase. One technique used to remove some of the errors present in these
measurements is the formation of a "double differenced measurement" [Hoffman-
Wellenhof, et al., 1992]. If two receivers collect data at nearly the same time
from two GPS satellites in common view, a double differenced (DD)
measurement can be formed to remove common effects. The major effects
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removedin theformation of the DD measurementareSA andclockerrorsfrom
both the receivers and GPS satellites.
Removal of SA is particularly important, since this intentional degradation
will produce errors in the position estimates at the level of 100 m. SA is a
technique used by the Department of Defense to degrade the accuracy of GPS to
unauthorized users [Sandlin, et al., 1995]. This degradation is caused by dithering
each GPS satellite's clock, where the dither parameters are available only to
authorized users in a classified environment. This error can be canceled if
measurements from the same satellite taken by different receivers are differenced,
such as in the formation of a DD measurement.
The DD can be represented as
DDob s = (pSVl -- pSV2 _)RI _ (pSVI _ pSV2 ) R2 (3-19)
where p represents the measured pseudorange (or carder phase), the superscripts
SV1 and SV2 represent two different GPS satellites (space vehicles) and the
subscripts R1 and R2 represent two different receivers. Furthermore, the
quantities in Eq. (3-19) parentheses represent single differences (SD) between
satellites and thus Eq. (3-19) can be rewritten as
DDobs = (SDobs ) R1 - (SDobs ) R2 (3-20)
Note that the SD in the above equation will remove common receiver effects,
such as receiver clock errors, while the DD cancels transmitter clock errors,
including SA.
Two other sources of error arise from atmospheric and multipath effects.
The ionosphere is the layer of atmosphere approximately between 100 and 1000
km above the Earth's surface. The ionosphere causes the biggest error next to SA
on a range of less than 1 m to over a 100 meters, depending mostly on solar
activity and the state of the Earth's magnetic field [Klobuchar, 1991]. The
troposphere, spanning from the Earth's surface to about 40 km, is more difficult to
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model since this medium varies greatly with water vapor content. When the
troposphereis not modeled,positioning errorsareon the order of 10 - 20 m,
dependingon the elevation angle. Both aresignal path dependent. For this
reason,theerrorsarea functionof GPSelevation. At lowerelevations,the signal
will travel throughmoreatmosphere,therebyincreasingtheerror.
Multipath occurswhensignalsreflect off nearbyobjectsinto theantenna,
thereby supplying falsemeasurements.Thesemeasurementsincorrectly imply
longer signal paths. Positioning errors can approach10 - 20 m when using
pseudorangemeasurements[Hofmann-Wellenhof, 1992]. For measurements
differencedon a short "baseline",or distancebetweentwo GPSantennaphase
centers,the error can be nearly canceledsincethe two receiversseea similar
elongatedsignalpath.
If the two receiversareconnectedto a common antenna,the resulting
"zerobaseline"removestheseadditionalcommonerrors in double differencing.
Zero baselinetestsarefrequentlyusedto assessrelativereceiverperformanceor
to calibratethereceivers.If thetwo receiversareadequatelysynchronizedin time
and instrumentalbiasesarecharacterized,then the DD on a zerobaselinewill
exhibit only measurementnoise,with zeromean.
If the receiversareattachedto separateantennasthat areseparatedby a
distance,d, somecontributionsmaynot cancelasthey do on the zerobaseline.
For example, the antennasmay experiencedifferent multipath signals. The
multipatheffectcanstill significantlycancelfor theDD measurementsdepending
uponthe sourceof themultipathandthelocationof eachantennawith respectto
this source. Atmospheredelayswill cancelonvery shortbaselinesbecausethe
satelliteviewing direction is nearly the samefrom both antennas.Howeverasd
becomeslarger,eachantennacollectsdatathatareinfluenceddifferently andsuch
delayswill notcompletelycancel.
Although DD measurements are used to remove clock errors, the time tag
of the respective pseudoranges introduces an effect that must be taken into
account. For example, the effects of SA are not strictly removed by the DD
unless the pseudorange measurements have a common transmit time, which is not
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the case. Experienceshows,however, that the spectralcontentof SA enables
mostof theSA-effectto be removedin DD if both receiversrecordmeasurements
within about 1 ms of each other [Rocken, et al., 1991]. In principle, if the
receiversarenot synchronizedto this level, DD still removesmost SA effects.
The SA removal is degradedas the time synchronizationdifference between
receiversbecomeslarger.
Asidefrom theissuesof SA, thetime tagproblemcanbecompensatedby
forming a DD residualthough it hasbeen shownthat a time synchronization
differenceup to 100ms betweenreceiverswill only produceSA residualsat the
few centimeterlevel. TheDD residualis formedfrom thedifferencebetweenthe
observedDD andthecomputedDD, or
DD residual = DDob s - DD c (3-21)
As shown in Eq. (3-19), DDobs is simply the DD of the measurements obtained
from the receivers. DD c is not based on observations, but calculated quantities
based on specified antenna coordinates and GPS ephemerides, or
sv2't / svl sv2) (3-22)
SVI .
where, for example, Pc is,
(3-23)
The receiver and GPS satellite states are in a nonrotating frame evaluated at the
time the measurement was received and transmitted, respectively. One must note,
for the best results, these times are "true" times in which clock corrections have
been included.
The DD measurements and residuals will be used in the receiver
calibration tests described in the subsequent chapters.
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3.3 ADDITIONAL IONOSPHERIC CORRECTIONS
As discussed earlier, ionospheric effects can be one of the major sources
of error in GPS positioning. Using DD measurements can alleviate this problem
if the baseline between antennas is small, perhaps several tens of kilometers. If
one is working with a lone receiver, the DD technique can not be utilized.
However, if this receiver is dual frequency, there is another technique used to
essentially eliminate the ionospheric effect using data on both frequencies.
The ionospheric error varies with signal frequency: the higher the
frequency, the smaller the ionospheric effect. In actuality, this relationship could
be written as,
t_
PL1 =Plr+ _"_ "+ H.O.T.'s (3-24)
fLl
OC
PL2 = PiP + _-':Y-+ H.O.T.' s (3-25)
fL2
where PL1 and PL2 are actual pseudo-range measurements, Pte is the theoretical
ionosphere-free range, fLl and fL2 are the GPS frequencies 1575.42 MHz and
1227.60 MHz respectively, and t_ is a parameter that represents the total electron
content of the ionosphere. This situation has provided two equations with two
unknowns of which one is the ionosphere-free range.
Upon manipulation of Eqs. (3-24) and (3-25) and ignoring higher order
terms (H.O.T.'s), PIF becomes,
PlF = PL2 -- _tPL1 where y = (3-26)
1-y
This correction technique will be used with the dual frequency TurboStar data for
independent navigation solutions and in conjunction with DD measurements over
long baselines where ionospheric effects do not fully cancel.
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Chapter 4
Receiver Calibration: Ground Tests
In order to acquire information in a controlled environment that would aid
in characterizing the GPS receivers used on the STS-69 experiment, three ground
tests were conducted. Two tests were performed, before and after the mission, at
the NASA JSC in Houston on the rooftop of Building 18. Although both tests
used the same TurboStar receiver carried on the Wake Shield flight, the Collins
receiver was not the flight unit. Nevertheless, the general receiver characteristics
observed in the ground tests were expected to be representative of the flight unit
as well. The third test was performed at UCAR in Boulder, Colorado after the
mission. This test compared the TurboStar against a well characterized
TurboRogue as a final validation of the TurboStar's performance.
4.1 PRE-FLIGHT RESULTS
The pre-flight ground test was
conducted on April 13, 1995, using a
short baseline between the respective
receiver antennas shown in Figure 4.1.
This collocation experiment had a
duration of about two hours. The
TurboStar receiver was connected to a
Micropulse choke ring antenna while
the Collins receiver was attached to an
2.4 m
To TurboStar
_---.__------=--_-_-__--_
lllllIll_
III
Figure 4.1 Pre-Flight Test Set Up
L1/L2 patch antenna. The choke ring
was supported by a tripod and the patch
antenna was placed on a mast attached to a roof guard rail. The antenna phase
center separation, or baseline, was about 2.4 m (7 ft 10.5 in) with a height
difference of 0.4 m (1 ft 4 in). The roof contained structures that could contribute
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to multipath,but theseeffectswill partially cancelbecauseof the shortdistance
between the two antennas,or baseline. The baselinevector was oriented in
approximatelytheNorth/Southdirection.
Double difference (DD) residuals were computed according to the
proceduredescribedin the previous chapter,where R1 and R2 representthe
TurboStar and Collins receivers. The computedDD was basedon the GPS
broadcastephemeridesand, for simplicity, an assumedzero baseline. In other
words,the 2.4 m antennaseparationwasignored for the computation of the DD,
thereby introducing an error equal to the baseline length. A sample calculation
can be found in Appendix 4. It should also be noted that the TurboStar data were
recorded at an interval of 5 sec and the measurement time tags differed from GPS
time by less than one microsecond. The Collins receiver recorded data at an
interval of 1 sec, but the data sampling times were offset from the TurboStar by
0.262 seconds.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the pseudorange DD residuals obtained from two
combinations of GPS satellites. As discussed in Chapter 3, the cancellation of
common effects over a 2.4 m baseline should result in residuals that exhibit
primarily measurement noise with zero mean. The measurement noise is
immediately apparent in Figure 4.2 as the point scatter. TurboRogue receivers
usually display pseudorange precision around 0.5 m, even with AS on, which is
significantly smaller than the noted scatter. Therefore, DD noise is most likely to
be dominated by the Collins, as verified by later tests.
It is quite evident that the residuals do not have a zero mean. As observed
in Figure 4.2, the mean values vary between PRN combinations, although there
appear to be some similarities. An example of the statistics for various
combinations of GPS satellites is given in Table 4.1. Since the DD sign is
determined by the order in which the differences are formed, it can be ignored for
the moment. Obvious similarities between bias (or mean) values exist with 80 m
(PRN 19:2, 31:15, 18:27), 30 m (PRN 18:19 and 15:27) and 63 m (PRN 2:15 and
18:15). The standard deviation in Table 4.1 is a good measure of the pseudorange
precision, except in cases where the residuals have a linear slope.
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Figure 4.2 Pre-Flight DD L1/L2 Pseudorange Residuals
Table 4.1 Pre-Flight DD Residual Statistics
PRNs
18 2
19 2
18 19
2 15
31 15
2 31
27 18
15 27
18 15
Mean DD Standard
Residuals (m) Deviation
Number of
Data Points
-108.76 7.81 56
-76.41 8.06 96
-29.85 9.56 93
62.11 9.50 28
-78.02 10.72 570
136.81 9.54 252
83.65 7.96 239
-35.70 6.40 422
-64.75 6.62 95
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Thereare two possible explanations for the observed biases in the DD
residuals. The first most obvious issue is the assumed zero baseline for the
computed DD. The error introduced by this assumption is at most 2.4 m, so it can
be eliminated as a significant contributor to the biases. The second explanation
could be the existence of biases between tracking channels within the receiver.
Because tracking channels are not identical in construction, they must be
calibrated within a given receiver during each power-up. For example, the
Collins has its own calibration capability used for its navigation solution
calculations. By initially tracking the same satellite on all channels, the Collins
can determine channel biases to ensure all channel measurements match. After
the calibration is complete, the tracking channels begin searching for other
satellites. However, it is suspected that these calibration values are not included
in the reported raw data such as pseudoranges. Therefore, these differences
amongst channels will appear in the DD measurements since they have not been
removed after calibration (R. Nuss, JSC, personal communications, 1996).
When comparing DD residuals common to a particular combination of
tracking channels, the biases remained although different magnitudes were
observed as shown in Figure 4.3. It might be concluded that the biases are not
channel oriented; however, it is believed the channels referred to in Figure 4.3 are
software assigned channels. In other words, the receiver software reads the data
from a physical "hardware" channel and assigns the value to an arbitrary
"software channel". Therefore, the output of raw data does not depict the actual
hardware channels used to track the satellites.
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Figure 4.3 DD Residuals Between Software Channels 1 and 3
At this point, a hardware channel bias was regarded as the most likely
explanation of the DD biases. If this explanation is correct, then the difference of
two DD formed between three satellites, i.e. DD 1/3 and DD 2/3 , would produce a
third DD of the uncommon satellites, i.e. DD _/3. In other words, applying Eq. (3-
19),
Dff/s _ DD 2/3
+ p -p (4-1)P -P ,R1 R2
P P IR1 + pe_Vl _
-- _ IR21
DD 1/2 (4-3)
Note, Eq. (4-1) through (4-3) will be correct only if the DDs were formed with the
hardware channels remaining locked on their respective satellites at the same
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time. Table 4.1 demonstratesthe feasibility of suchan idea. For example,the
meanDD residualbetweenPRN 18and2 differencedwith themeanDD residual
betweenPRN 19and2, essentiallygive themeanDD residualbetweenPRN 18
and 19.
Therearesituationswhenthedifferencingof two DD of threesatellitesdo
not producethethird. For example,themeanDD residualbetweenPRN 18and
27differencedwith themeanDD residualbetweenPRN15and27donot give the
meanDD residualbetweenPRN 18and 15. However,theseDD were formed
during completelydifferent times asshownin Figure 4.4. This suggeststhat a
hardwarechannellost lock with oneof the threesatellites,and at a later time a
different hardwarechannelpickedup that lost satellite. For example,sincethe
magnitudeof DD PRN 15and 27appearsratherconsistent,PRN 18might have
beenlost by onehardwarechannelandpickedupby another.
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In principle, the biasescould be producedby either or both receivers.
However,basedon theheritageof theTurboStar,it is unlikely that it is producing
significant channel biases. Numerous tests have been performed using
TurboRoguesfrom thelargepoolof receiversin globaluseandbiasesat the level
observed in the WSF-02 tests have not been reported. A test between a
TurboRogue8100andaTrimble SSEoperatedfrom a commonantenna(a "zero
baseline")by theCenterfor SpaceResearchatGalvestonproducednosignificant
DD bias(B. Schutz,UT Austin,personalcommunication,1995). Nevertheless,a
zerobaselinebetweentheWSF-02TurboStaranda receiverin commonuse for
groundapplicationswasconductedandwill bepresentedin the next section. If
the biasesareshownto exist in the Collins, it shouldbe pointedout that, even
with theobservedbiases,thereceiverexceedstheShuttleoperationsrequirement.
The biaseswill influence a navigation solution obtainedfrom a four satellite
minimum, but the observedbias magnitudeswill still allow 100-150 meter
positioningin thepresenceof SA.
Onefinal observationcanbe madeafter analyzingthe DD residuals. In
additionto thenoisescatterandbiases,theresidualsexhibit asmall slopeaswell.
Figure 4.2 also illustrates that the slopesfor a given PRN combination are
different. For example,theDD residualsformedbetween27and 18havea slope
whereastheDD residualsformedbetween15and27havea significantly smaller
slope,perhapsevenazeroslope.
The linear variation with time observed in some DD residuals is
reminiscentof effectsintroducedby timetagerrors,but otherpossibilitiesdoexist
suchasdoppler-dependenteffectsin the tracking loops. No evidenceexists to
suggesthat sucheffectsarecausedby theTurboStarsincethereceiverdesignand
time tagginghasbeenthoroughly characterized.Additional Collins hardware
information is requiredto enableassessmentof thesepossibilitiesandthis aspect
will continue to be investigated. This time-dependenteffect appearsto be a
functionof thesatellitecombinationusedin DD orthetrackingchannelsinvolved
in theDD.
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4.2 POST-FLIGI-IT RESULTS
Two post-flight ground tests were conducted in addition to the pre-flight
experiment. One, being very similar to the pre-flight test, was performed on
Building 18 of JSC, on October 13, 1995. The second was performed at UCAR in
Boulder, Colorado on March 13, 1996.
4.2.1 Collins/TurboStar Calibration
Another ground test was performed at JSC after completion of the STS-69
flight using the same receivers used in the pre-flight tests. In this post-flight test,
both receivers were attached to the same L1/L2 patch antenna for about 2.5 hours.
With a common antenna (or zero baseline), all multipath and atmosphere effects
will be removed in the formation of double differenced measurements. One
additional difference between the pre-flight and post-flight tests was the absence
of anti-spoofing (AS) in the GPS transmissions during the October test.
Similar results were obtained in the post-flight test compared to the pre-
flight test, with the exception that the P-code tracking enabled by the absence of
AS resulted in significantly smaller scatter in the residuals as shown in Figure 4.5.
Experience with TurboRogue receivers shows a much smaller effect in
measurement precision in AS and non-AS periods, so it is believed that the
significant change in DD noise resulted from the Collins receiver. These residuals
also show the existence of biases, which is further demonstrated by the statistics
given in Table 4.2. In addition, the existence of small linear variations in the
residuals are evident, as in the pre-flight test.
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Figure 4.5 Post-Flight DD Residuals
Table 4.2 Post-Flight DD Residual Statistics
Mean DD
PRNs Residuals (m)
12 2323
12 1
9 17
31 17
9 31
1 28
Standard
Deviation
Number of
Data Points
-38.74 0.42 206
52.91 1.94 139
-90.93 1.22 15
2.53 0.89 219
86.66 1.78 136
-81.34 1.01 293
12.79 2.15 250
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4.2.2 Additional TurboStar Calibration
Knowing the TurboStar was a flight version of the TurboRogue model,
one could not be one hundred percent certain the observed biases did not originate
from the TurboStar. An additional ground test was conducted to evaluate this
possibility. In this experiment, a zero baseline test was performed between the
TurboStar and an "off-the-shelf" TurboRogue. The standard TurboRogue was
number DS03 of the LTNAVCO pool of receivers, with serial number 207.
Figure 4.6 is a sample of the DD L1 pseudorange residuals formed for an
hour between channels one and two of the two receivers. During this test, AS was
"on". For this sample, the mean was about 0.018 m and the standard deviation
was about 0.23 m. All DD residuals formed had the same characteristics as
demonstrated in Figure 4.6. This test was confirmation that the TurboStar did not
cause the significant biases seen in the previous calibration tests.
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4.3 SUMMARY
The results obtained in the pre-flight and the post-flight tests are
consistent, except for the influence of AS on the Collins measurement precision.
The TurboStar/Collins calibration tests exhibit biases in pseudorange double
differences and characteristics that may be the result of small errors in time tags.
Based on the wide use and understanding of the TurboRogue design, these DD
characteristics are believed to be associated with the Collins receiver. The
TurboStar/TurboRogue calibration test confirmed this belief. The existence of
biases in the Collins, however, can be mitigated by estimating bias parameters
when DD measurements based on pseudorange are used. Other factors like the
residual slopes cannot be completely accommodated in bias estimation alone. The
slope source requires further investigation, though extensive evidence suggests
that the biases are caused by channel biases in the Collins. Various tests have
indicated that the pseudorange precision of the TurboStar is about 0.5 m or better
in the presence of AS and slightly better when AS is off. The DD tests show that
the Collins pseudorange precision is about 6 m in the presence of AS and about 1
m when AS is "off".
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Chapter 5
Receiver Calibration: In-Flight Test
As has been shown, the ground tests provided a well controlled
environment for receiver calibration and equipment surveillance. It is assumed
that the ground test results would apply to the in-flight experiment but one could
not be certain. For this reason, it was felt that an in-flight calibration test would
increase confidence in the data received during the free flight portion of the
experiment.
In order to be comparable to the ground tests, the in-flight calibration had
to be similar in design. Basically, this required the Collins and TurboStar to be
connected to antennas that were stationary with respect to each other and with an
appropriate viewing time of a common celestial space. This scenario occurred
during one of the phases of the WSF-02's deploy sequence and will be discussed
in the following sections.
In addition to calibrating the receivers in a manner similar to the ground
tests, powering the WSF-02 GPS receiver before release provided a grace period
in which the receiver locked on to GPS satellites while mission experimenters
checked receiver operations.
5.1 PRE-RELEASE OPERATIONS
Prior to the WSF-02 unberth activities on September 11 (Day 254), 1995,
Endeavour was placed into a gravity gradient (GG) attitude orientation, as
illustrated in Figure 2.9, with the Shuttle main thrusters on the Earth side. This
GG attitude was maintained throughout the WSF-02 pre-release period and
extending into the WSF-02 free-flight period. The GG mode enabled Endeavour
to maintain a stable attitude without using the Shuttle attitude thrusters, thereby
avoiding a source of WSF-02 contamination.
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The Endeavour Remote Manipulator System (RMS or arm) was used to
unberth the WSF-02 in preparation for release to free-flight. The RMS
maneuvered the WSF-02 into four staging positions after grapple: hover, ram
cleaning, attitude determination and control system (ADACS) checkout and,
finally, release. The timeline for these positions is summarized in Table 5.1.
Hover occurred immediately after removing the WSF-02 from the cross bay
carrier in the payload bay as illustrated by the in-flight photo in Figure 5.1. The
ram cleaning position consisted of maneuvering the WSF-02 wake side into the
direction of flight so that the "wind" of atomic oxygen could clean away
remaining impurities. In this orientation shown in Figure 5.2, the WSF-02 was
held over the Shuttle port wing for about two hours with the GPS antenna on the
Earth side, an undesirable orientation for GPS tracking.
Table 5.1 Periods Of Arm Movement
UTC: Day 254 WSF-02 Activity
05:44 - 05:52 Latch release to Hover
06:08 - 06:17 Hover to Ram Cleanin_
08:35 - 08:46
09:05 - 09:47
11:15 - 11:26
Ram Cleaning to ADACS C/O
ADACS C/O Maneuvers
ADACS C/O through Release
The WSF-02 GPS receiver was activated during the ADACS checkout
period, which was designed to evaluate the WSF-02 attitude system prior to
release. The WSF-02 was held over the Shuttle starboard wing in an attitude
similar to the free-flight configuration for over an hour and a half. The
Endeavour/WSF-02 orientation during the ADACS period is illustrated in Figure
5.3. Following the ADACS C/O period, the WSF-02 was deployed to free-flight
as shown in Figure 5.4.
After activation of the TurboStar receiver at 254:08:50 UTC, by 09:04 the
receiver had locked on four GPS satellites. At 9:14, the receiver had locked on
eight satellites. Because of the WSF-02 antenna orientation, the number of
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Figure 5.1 WSF-02 in Hover Position (NASA Photo)
Figure 5.2 WSF-02 in Ram Cleaning Orientation (NASA Photo)
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trackedGPSsatellitesvariedbetweenfour andeight,with occasionalperiodsin
which fewerthanfour satellitesweretracked.
TheWSF-02attitudeandnumberof satellitestrackedby theTurboStarare
shownin Figure5.5. Althoughthis attituderecordwasobtainedfrom theWSF-
02 ADACS, the variations also represent the variations exhibited by the
Endeavour attitude since the two vehicles were attached. The observed attitude
variations in Figure 5.5 are attributed to librations of the Shuttle about the GG
orientation. Also note there is a bias of 12 ° in pitch and a few degrees in roll.
The bias in roll is normal since mission experimenters considered a "near-flight"
WSF-02 attitude as within plus or minus six degrees of zero roll, zero yaw, and
zero pitch. The pitch bias was the result of the WSF-02 not being returned to
nominal flight attitude after the arm finished maneuvering the WSF-02 during
ADACS C/O.
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For reference,theWSF-02's attitude is in a local vertical, local horizontal
(LVLH) system which can be depicted in Figure 5.6. The roll of the WSF-02 is a
rotation of the disk about a vector orthogonal to the disk platform with positive
being in the velocity direction. Pitch is a rotation about the WSF-02's orbital
angular momentum vector positive to the "north". Yaw, not shown in Figure 5.5,
is a rotation about the WSF-02's zenith vector, positive being in the zenith
direction (T. McCusker. SII. personal communications, 1995).
Zenith l
Orbit__
Normal YWSF
_Earth
ZWSF
Figure 5.6 WSF-02 LVLH Attitude
5.2 IN-FLIGHT DD/_¢IEASUREMENT CONSIDERATIONS
The method of DD residuals, similar to those calculated for the ground
tests, is one approach for in-flight calibration. Necessary criteria for in-flight DD
computations for this study included no arm movement and at least two common
satellites observed by both the WSF-02 and Shuttle receivers. Correlating Figure
5.5 and Table 5.1, there is clearly one time interval where there are several
observations with the TurboStar during a "no arm movement" period: 254:10:18
UTC to 254:11:14 UTC. This one hour arc was chosen as the interval for the in-
flight calibration.
Several factors complicate the computation of in-flight DD measurements
for this mission. First, with the Shuttle receiver using two different antennas
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viewing a significantly differentcelestialspacethantheWSF-02,theexistenceof
common satelliteswas uncertain. The oddsof discoveringcommon satellites
betweenthe receiversdecreasedknowing the Collins is only a five channel
receiverratherthaneight like theTurboStar.
In addition,variationsin the Shuttle/WSF-02attitudeasshownin Figure
5.5 introduceanothercomplication. If the oscillationsarenot correctlymodeled,
theDD measurementswill containerrorsrepresentativeof the displaceddistance
of thereceiverfrom thenominalGGorientation.
Finally, during thepre-andpost-flightcalibrationtestsconductedat JSC,
the DD residualswere computedusing a set of antennacoordinatesthat were
constantin an Earth-fixed coordinatesystem. ThecomputedDD wasobtained
from theseantennacoordinatesandtheGPSsatellitecoordinatesgeneratedfrom
the broadcast ephemerides in the same coordinate system. The in-flight
calibration, however, is more complicated becausethe orbital motion of the
Endeavour/WSF-02vehicleproducesatime-varyingpositionof theantennain an
Earth-fixedsystem.
The following few sectionswill discusstheseissuesin moredetail. How
they specificallyapply to theWSF-02/GPSmissionandtechniquesusedto over-
comethesecomplicationswill bepresented.A samplecalculationis providedin
Appendix4.
5.2.1 Common Satellites Among Receivers
There are two factors that affect the determination of common satellites
between the two receivers in this mission. One deals with respective antenna
orientation and the other with receiver tracking capability.
First, with the two Shuttle antennas being 180 ° apart, the antennas together
provide a full view of the celestial sphere even though each "antenna axis" is in
the local horizon plane. (The antenna axis is the axis orthogonal to the ground
plane intersecting the phase center of the antenna). Even though the WSF-02
antenna axis was 26 ° above the local horizontal, the orientation of the WSF-02
with respect to the Shuttle resulted in the antenna axis orientation approximately
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perpendicularto the Shuttle antenna axes. In other words, the common view of
the celestial sphere between the WSF-02 and a single Shuttle antenna could be
roughly estimated as 90 ° as demonstrated in Figure 2.9. Second, the Collins
receiver had five tracking channels, compared to eight channels in the TurboStar.
This constrained the maximum number of common satellites to five.
With these issues in mind, both data sets from the TurboStar and Collins
receivers were compared. Figure 5.7 shows the number of common satellites as a
function of time during the in-flight calibration epoch. Fortunately, there were at
least two common satellites for a majority of the time shown.
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Figure 5.7 Number of Common PRNs Between the Collins and TurboStar
It should be noted that not all the observations with four common satellites
were unique. For example, there are about fifteen observations with four satellites
in common view but not all were truly unique satellite pairs. This is a result of
the "roving" fifth channel in the Collins. An example of a repeat satellite is
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shown in the data of the Collins and TurboStar in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The Collins
is tracking PRN 12 on two separate channels thereby giving the false impression
of four satellite combinations between both receivers (PRNs 12, 15, 2, and 12).
Table 5.2 Collins Data
Receive Time: 95 9 11 11 0 54.9508563
PRN (P1) (P2) (C1) (L1) (L2)
19 -4077183.380 0.000 0.000 720.427
12 -5032639.996 0.000 0.000 1494.610
15 -4219820.498 0.000 0.000 -4743.849
2 -6989795.783 0.000 0.000 -1050.212
12 -5032641.456 0.000 0.000 1494.634
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Table 5.3 TurboStar Data
Receive Time: 95 09 11 11 00 55.0000000
PRN (L1) (J.,2) (P1) (P2) (C1)
15 -24098675.50 -18778185.24 0.00 23018437.92 23018437.57
12 -28622690.97 -22303383.28 22205911.88 22205912.82 0.00
7 -28826558.24 -22462246.67 0.00 21211199.68 21211199.40
9 4619199.32 3599384.09 0.00 26642575.97 26642577.06
26 -414443.31 -322938.66 0.00 26680360.78 26680360.42
2 -40475645.46 -31539460.08 0.00 20248635.72 20248635.63
Because the DDc requires the position vector of each antenna tracking the
common satellite, it is necessary to know which antenna on the Shuttle is being
used. This question was solved by taking the dot product of the common
satellite's ECI (TOD) position vector with the Shuttle's orbital angular momentum
vector. If the dot product was less than 90 °, the GPS satellite was above the
orbital plane. If the dot product was greater than 90 °, the GPS satellite was below
the orbital plane. Because of the Shuttle GG attitude as shown in Figure 2.9, the
upper-hemi views above the orbital plane while the lower-hemi in the belly of the
Shuttle views below the orbital plane. It can then be concluded, that when the dot
product is less than 90 °, the upper-hemi is being used to track the common
satellite. If the dot product is greater than 90 °, the lower-hemi is tracking.
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Figure 5.8 shows the GPS satellites tracked by the Collins with the
satellites common to the TurboStar hi-lighted. This figure not only reassured
sufficient compatibility between the two data sets but further demonstrated that
only the upper-hemi antenna shared common satellites during this experiment.
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5.2.2 WSF-02 Position Ephemeris
Since the position of WSF-02 is time-dependent in an Earth fixed system,
the computed DD requires a nominal ephemeris for the position of the WSF-02's
GPS antenna as discussed in Section 3.2. For this aspect of the calibration tests, a
reference ephemeris was constructed from the "navigation solutions" generated
with the method described in Section 3.1 using the TurboStar's in-flight
measurements. This navigation ephemeris consists of the antenna positions (x, y,
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z) in the WGS-84 reference frame and a corresponding receiver clock correction
term that can be computed from a minimum of four pseudoranges. Because the
solution is influenced by SA and viewing geometry, the navigation solutions were
smoothed with the University of Texas Orbit Processor (UTOPIA). The expected
level of position error from SA is about 100 m.
By treating the (x, y, z) navigation solutions as a set of "observations", the
TurboStar navigation ephemeris was fit with UTOPIA to determine an orbit that
fit the observations in a least squares sense. The nature of the problem is well-
suited to a batch estimation procedure. The UTOPIA force modeling included
geopotential perturbations computed to degree and order 70 from the JGM-3
gravity field [Tapley, et al., 1996], atmospheric drag from the Density and
Temperature Model (DTM) [Barlier, et al., 1978] with a drag coefficient of 2.2,
and solar radiation pressure with a reflectivity coefficient of 0.3. The combined
vehicle mass and area used in UTOPIA were 108294.5 kg and 266 m 2 (see
Appendix 8), respectively, which are consistent with the ShutOe characteristics
during the GG period 03. Tracy, JSC, personal communications, 1995). It should
be noted that UTOPIA assumes the observations refer to the center of mass (CM)
of the spacecraft. This assumption, that the WSF-02 antenna was at the CM of the
vehicle, induced a small error but for initial analysis was deemed negligible.
The fit of the navigation positions produced a root mean square (rms)
value of 62.6 m, consistent with the expected level of SA. For this fit, the
TurboStar data from 254:10:18 UTC to 254:11:14 UTC were used. The
navigation solution differences with the UTOPIA-fitted orbit can be resolved into
radial (R), along-track (T) and cross-track (N) components and are plotted in
Figure(s) 5.9. The rms values of these components were: R 36.7 m, T 21.2 m, and
N 48. I m. This UTOPIA ephemeris was outputted in the Earth Centered Inertial
(ECI_ J2000 coordinate frame and eventually used for the computed ranges of the
WSF-02 antenna.
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5.2.3 Endeavour's Upper-hemi Position Ephemeris
In addition to the ephemeris for the WSF-02 antenna, an ephemeris for
Endeavor's upper-henri antenna was needed for the computation of DD residuals.
This was accomplished through knowledge of the Remote Manipulator System
(RMS). Using the Shuttle flight records, the RMS orientation was determined.
With this RMS information, the position vector of the WSF-02 with respect to an
Endeavour reference point was established in a Shuttle-fixed coordinate system.
The distance between the upper-bemi antenna on Endeavour and the WSF-02
antenna was about 13 m. This relative position vector from the RMS data was
added to the WSF-02 navigation solution to generate a separate (x, y, z)
ephemeris for the upper-hemi. Because the two antennas were stationary with
respect to each other, the relative position vector between antennas had constant
components in a spacecraft-fixed coordinate system.
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The Remote Manipulator System
The RMS is a mechanical "arm" on the port side of the Shuttle payload
bay. One of the main functions of interest to this experiment is unberthing
satellites from the payload bay and maneuvering them into a position to be
deployed.
Monitoring and maneuvering the RMS requires flight controllers to track
the position, attitude, rotational rates, and translational rates of the POR, or point
of resolution. The POR is an arbitrarily selected reference point, be it on the arm
itself or on the payload that the arm grapples. When the arm is unloaded, the
POR is designated at the tip of the 15.32 m (50 ft 3 in) arm where the end effector
is located. When the arm is loaded, the POR is designated as a point on the
grappled payload usually defined by payload operators, or personnel responsible
for the payload. For the WSF-02 experiment, the POR-was defined at the center
of the WSF-02. This chosen location corresponded to the origin of the WSF-02
PLOP coordinate system, to be defined in the following section.
Figure 5.10 shows the end effector and the six arm joints that contribute to
the calculation of the POR's state. JSC flight controllers provided all RMS joint
angles and POR position and attitude data during WSF-02/arm operations (A.
Ramos, JSC, personal communication, 1995). The POR position and attitude
useful.
information proved most
End effector
Wrist pitch joint /
• _ _/.._ " Wrist roll joint
Shoulder yaw jotnt_
Figure 5.10 The Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
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Theaccuracyof this informationis difficult to specifyfor agivenmission.
In general,with theorbiterreactioncontrol system(RCS)thrustersoff, theRMS
can deploy a 29500kg (65000 lb.) payloadwithin five degreesrelative to the
RMS shoulderjoint and a payloadangularrate,with respectto the orbiter, less
than0.015dg/sec. If theann is unloaded,the accuracyis + 5 cm (2 in.) and + 1
degree [Payload, 1988]. Since the Shuttle was required to maintain a non-
contaminated space before and during WSF-02 deploy, no thrusting was
performed. Also, the WSF-02's mass was only 2000 kg (4300 lb.). With these
factors it can be assumed that the accuracy of the information was better than the
conditions stated above. Also, since the POR data is calculated based on the joint
angles, flexure due to the weight of a payload or thermal deformations is not
considered.
The next section will describe how the arm data was used to calculate the
position vector between the WSF-02 antenna and the Shuttle upper-hemi in a
Shuttle body-fixed coordinate frame. This position vector will be referred to as
the "relative GPS antenna position vector".
The Relative GPS Antenna Position Vector
In order to use the RMS information most effectively and efficiently, a
clear understanding of the coordinate systems is required. Figure 5.11 shows
three orbiter-fixed coordinate systems: Orbiter Body Axis System (OBAS),
Orbiter Rotation Axis System (ORAS), and Orbiter Structural Reference System
(OSRS). Note that all origins are outside the Shuttle structure, in front of and
below the Shuttle nose. Fortunately, the payload has only one coordinate system
of importance to this section: Payload Operating System (PLOP). Figure 5.12
shows the orientation of PLOP on the WSF-02.
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Figure 5.11 Shuttle Body-Fixed Coordinate Systems
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Figure 5.12 The Payload Operating System (PLOP) Coordinate System
As stated previously, the POR is the origin of the PLOP coordinate system
in the WSF-02 as shown in Figure 5.12. The arm data provided by JSC is POR
position in OBAS coordinates and WSF-02 attitude in the form of a
transformation from ORAS to PLOP, that is:
PLOP
ToP_s = [RolIl[ Yaw][ Pitch ]
[!oolFcyollcio tch1-- Co,lSro,,ll--S_wC_wO0 '
-S,o n CrottJL 0 0 1 Spitc h O Cpitch J
(5-1)
(5-2)
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__PLOP
where co_ and so_ are cos(t0 and sin(t0, respectively, and ToBas is the
transformation from the OBAS coordinate frame to the PLOP coordinate frame.
Eq. (5-2) can be rewritten as,
ORAS F PLOp'I T
j (5-3)
Because SII personnel provided the position of the WSF-02 antenna with
respect to the Wake Shield, Eq. (5-3) was used to convert the WSF-02 GPS
antenna position in PLOP to ORAS, or
_?.oWp_I POR __ORAS __ WSF IPOR= TpLOp PLOP (5-4)
where the superscript WSF/POR indicates the position from the PLOP origin, or
POR, to the WSF-02 antenna and the subscript ORAS is the respective
coordinate frame. Equation 5.4 can be transformed again to the OBAS coordinate
system,
rcso.o!l_WSFIPOR __OBAS __WSFIPOR __WSFIPORR°Bas -l°e'asR°e'as -L-; 8° cls°0 /¢o_s - -10 (5-5)
Because the position of the POR is provided from the arm data in OBAS,
now the position of the Wake Shield antenna with respect to the OBAS origin, O,
can be expressed in OBAS coordinates,
_.OW:AsFIO __PORIO _- WSFIPOR
= 1¢oB,4s + Roa,,s (5-6)
The Shuttle antenna positions were given in OSRS coordinates (Davis,
JSC, personal communications, 1995). Transforming them into OBAS,
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__ STSIO _OBAS __ ST$10 _STSIO
 .as = rosRs sRs = 1  sRs
0
(5-7)
Now a vector from the WSF-02 antenna to each Shuttle antenna can be calculated,
_.071WS __ STSIO __ WSFIO
AS = ROBAS -- I_OBAS (5-8)
Table 5.4 lists the Euler angles used in the transformation matrix from
ORAS to PLOP. The asterisk in the table indicates POR position and attitude data
obtained from JSC records corresponding to UTC 254:09:47. According to the
records, this was the last time arm movement occurred before UTC 254:11:15.
Table 5.5 lists the resulting vectors that produce the relative GPS antenna position
__ STS /WS F
vector, or Ro_as . The upper-hemi is the Shuttle antenna used for "STS".
Table 5.4
From To
ORAS PLOP
Transformation Angles
Pitch (o) Yaw (o) Roll (o)
89.99 °* 9.86 °* 99.98 °*
Table 5.5 Calculation of the Relative GPS Antenna Position Vector
From
POR
POR
POR
OBAS Origin
OBAS Origin
OBAS Origin .
OBAS Origin
WSF-02 Antenna
To
WSF-02Antenna
WSF-02 Antenna
WSF-02 Antenna
POR
WSF-02 Antenna
Upper-hemi
Upper-hemi
Upper-hemi
* From JSC arm data
Coordinates
PLOP
ORAS
OBAS
OBAS
OBAS
X (m)
-0.21
-0.34
0.34
-16.89"
-16.54
Y (m) I Z (m)
0.0
-1.95
1.95
10.84"
12.79
1.97
-0.13
-0.13
-10.65"
-10.77
OSRS 12.88 0.0 12.70
OBAS -12.88 0.0 -12.70
OBAS 3.66 -12.79 -1.93
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The accuracy of the vector components quoted in Table 5.5 are difficult to
quantify. As previously discussed, one could assume the arm data to be correct
within + 5 cm (2 in), which implies the position of the WSF-02 with respect to the
orbiter was known to within + 5 cm. According to NASA engineers, the accuracy
of the NASA supplied Shuttle antenna position vector was within a few inches as
well. Another error source would include measurement error of the WSF-02
antenna with respect to the PLOP origin, POR. In general, it was concluded that
the overall uncertainty was about 10 cm for the final relative GPS antenna
position shown in Table 5.5.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the position ephemeris for the WSF-02
was based on the navigation solutions calculated from the TurboStar pseudorange
measurements which were then smoothed using the UTOPIA program. The
Shuttle position ephemeris was formed by adding the relative GPS antenna
position to the WSF-02 reference ephemeris. In order to do this, the relative GPS
antenna position vector needed to be transformed from OBAS to the Earth
Centered Inertial J2000 (ECI J2000) coordinate frame. The procedure for solving
the transformation matrix from OBAS to ECI (J2000) is given in the following
section.
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Transformation From OBAS to ECI
A single transformation from OBAS to ECI
(J2000) did not appear blatantly obvious, therefore, some
assumptions along with a few intermediate
transformations were developed. A coordinate system was
defined with its origin at the center of the Earth, its radial
unit vector (_r) pointing to the WSF-02 GPS antenna, its
normal unit vector (_t) in the opposite direction of the
orbital angular momentum vector, and a third vector to
complete the right hand rule (ft,) in the opposite direction
of the velocity vector of the WSF-02 as shown in Figure
5.13. For lack of a better name, this coordinate system
was named UNIT and the axes were assumed to be
parallel with OBAS. Note that when the Shuttle is in a
GG attitude, _OBAS is aligned with the radial vector from
the center of the Earth to the Shuttle's center of gravity.
WSF-02
/k
Mr
Origin at the
A center
A /of the earth
A
u t
Figure 5.13
With the distance between the WSF-02 GPS antenna and the OBAS origin being
extremely small relative to the radius of the orbit, this was assumed to be an
adequate approximation. In actuality, this UNIT coordinate system is rotated
about the ft, axis from OBAS by an angle on the order of 10 -3 degrees. With this
assumption, one can write,
-_U_NNSHIWS F __ STS I WSF
_-" ROBAS (5 -9)
The next step was to transform this relative GPS antenna position vector to
the more commonly known RTN coordinates (radial, transverse, and normal).
This will allow the final transformation to ECI (J2000).
Because of the choice of the UNIT coordinate system, the transformation
from UNIT to RTN is a single rotation about the radial unit vector,
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o01E 001_v -sis o -1 0Tv_,rr= Gso =
Slso qso_l 0 -1
(5-10)
Next, the transformation from RTN to ECI (J2000) is,
I-
|cac o - sacis o
I
= |S_.2C 0 -I- CoCiS e
I
[. SiSe
-cas o - sacic o sasi
--Sf2S 0 + CoCiC 0 --C_S i
SiC O C i
(5-11)
where 0 is 09 +f, 09 the argument of periapse, f the true anomaly, i the
inclination, and £2 the right ascension of the WSF-02 antenna orbit. These
elements were unknown for the Shuttle orbit. Therefore, the WSF-02 position
ephemeris was used to obtain the elements since the WSF-02 and Shuttle were in
the same orbit.
The elements needed for the OBAS to ECI (J2000) transformation can be
computed from the following series of calculations,
Radial unit vector of RTN ---) F = _wsr
Normalunit vectorofRTN ---> h= R_r (t_)× RWSP (t2)
Transverse unitvectorof RTN ---->0 = /_× _-w_
-'"
i=cost, j-cos(hz)
_os(i) = cos(i)
h, -
; cos(O)= i_ cos(i) cos(i)
(5-14)
(5-15)
(5-16)
(5-17)
£2 (5-18)
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sin(/9)= ZI cos(0); = _ =, O (5-19)
sin(i) sin(i)
Note the series of Eqs. (5-14) through (5-19) is independent of velocity.
Usually one solves for the angular momentum vector (h), and then uses the
components (h x, hy, h_) for these calculations, as in Eq. (5-17). However, these
equations can be written in the form of the angular momentum unit vector, or
A
"normal" unit vector (h), as again demonstrated in Eq. (5-17). With the WSF-02
position ephemeris, /_ is adequately approximated using two position vectors in
the orbit at neighboring times, i.e. Eq. (5-15). This approximation assumes two-
body motion between t 1 and t2, which for this analysis is an interval of five
seconds.
Substituting these elements into the RTN to ECI (J2000) transformation
matrix in Eq. (5-11), the final resulting Shuttle antenna position solution can be
written as,
_ SIS _ WSF __EC1 _RTN _ 3TS/WSF
R_c 1 = gec 1 + 1)_rfl vNrrle,vNrr (5-20)
This procedure was implemented for each epoch of the WSF-02 reference
ephemeris thereby creating a shuttle antenna reference ephemeris that was
consistent with the fixed relative distance between the shuttle and WSF-02
antennas.
5.2.4 Implementation of Position Ephemerides
Position Ephemeris Evaluation
In one attempt to check the position ephemeris for the WSF-02 antenna,
the inclination and ascending node were compared to values obtained through the
JSC Mission Control Center (MCC). Mission controllers calculated an average
orbit inclination and ascending node of 28.5 ° and 16.9 °, respectively (Tracy, JSC,
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personal communications, 1995). Figure 5.14 shows that the inclination and
ascending node calculated from the WSF-02 position ephemeris agree with MCC.
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Figure 5.14 Orbital Inclination & Ascending Node Calculated From WSF-02
Position Ephemeris
Transforming Ephemerides from ECI to ECF
The final results thus far are reference ephemerides for the WSF-02 and
shuttle upper antenna in ECI (J2000). However, as previously discussed, the DDc
requires positions in the ECF coordinate system. Therefore, the two ephemerides
needed to be transformed. It was first assumed that the coordinate frames ECI
True of Date (TOD) and ECI (J2000) were close enough for this first analysis
since the mission was performed in 1996. Therefore, the transformation from the
ECI frame to the ECF frame was a simple rotation.
The transformation from ECI (TOD) to ECF involves the Greenwich
Meridian angle (08), or angle from the Equinox to the Greenwich Meridian.
Referenced to September 11, 1995 at 00:00 UTC [Astronomical Almanac, 1995],
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Og = 360.98536 y_(At) + 349.56798 ° (5-12)
where At is the time interval past 00:00 UTC. This equation can then be used for
the transformation from ECI (TOD) to ECF assuming the Z axes are aligned with
the Earth's angular velocity vector as shown in Figure 5.15,
-_ AN'rF.NNA T ECF _ AN_NNA --ANTENNA
"_ECF _ ECI "_ECI g COt
0
(5-13)
Greenwich/-"
Meridian/
/
/
/
_Z,z
Figure 5.15 Coordinates ECF (x, y, z) and ECI (TOD) (X, Y, Z)
Interpolation Of Position Ephemerides
The position ephemerides for the WSF-02 and both Shuttle antennas were
produced using a fixed time step increment of five seconds. This output
frequency was chosen for UTOPIA to provide a smoothed ephemeris at points
near the measurement times. Since these ephemerides are to provide the
necessary data for DDc computations, the epochs must match that of the DDobs
computations. The data required for DDobs is directly obtainable from the GPS
data for each receiver. This GPS data, however, is at different times. The Shuttle
receiver records data at times offset from the WSF-02 receiver by 0.262 seconds.
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Therefore, in order to obtain positions of each antenna at the correct time, an
interpolation needs to be performed on the position ephemerides.
Since the data points are not widely spaced, i.e. five second interval, the
method of interpolation chosen was Lagrange Polynomials [Hombeck, 1975].
This method uses n+l data points to produce a polynomial of degree n which
approximates intermediate values between the n+l data points. Based on research
done by Engelkemier [1992], ten data points on a 15 second interval produced a
rms of 3.13 mm for a satellite in an approximate 700 km circular orbit. Therefore,
for this experiment, ten points on an interval of five seconds was deemed
adequate. The Lagrange Polynomial interpolation method is described in more
detail in Appendix 7 along with a sample of the interpolated data for the Shuttle
ephemeris.
5.3 RESULTS OF IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION
The ephemerides for Endeavour and WSF-02 described in the previous
section were used to compute DD pseudorange residuals between the Collins and
TurboStar. The procedure used was similar to the ground study, except the
motion of the receivers in the ECF coordinate frame was accounted for in this
analysis.
Examples of pseudorange DD residuals from the in-flight calibration test
are shown in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.16. The TurboStar recorded L1 and L2
pseudorange and carder phase at an interval of 5 sec, whereas the Collins receiver
recorded L1 data at an interval of 1 sec. The DD residuals for this experiment
were formed at a five second interval. The shorter time duration for satellite
visibility, coupled with the viewing directions of the respective antennas, is
illustrated in Figure 5.16. As in the ground test, if the receivers are correctly
modeled in the DD residual computation, only receiver noise with zero mean
should result, but it is evident that both biases and time variations exist. Although
the reference ephemerides are in error by 100 m since they are based on the
navigation solution, this error mostly cancels in the DD using a short baseline of
13 m. Furthermore, if an error exists in the baseline modeling, this would
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produce,at most,a 13m difference,considerablysmallerthanthecharacteristics
shownin Figure 5.16. Basedon the groundtest, the existenceof biasesis not
unexpectedandcanbeattributedto thesameunresolvedsourceobservedwith the
groundtests.
Table5.6 On-FlightDD ResidualStatistics
Mean DD Standard Number of
PRNs Residuals (m) Deviation Data Points
15 26 -109.58 2.42 25
2 12 -33.95 13.36 143
15 2 -110.31 6.44 75
5 12 8.12 3.57 17
17 26 45.63 13.26 76
26 7 57.94 30.63 81
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Figure 5.16 Post-Flight DD Residuals
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The linear trends in Figure 5.16 could be an exaggerated effect produced
by the source of the small linear trends seen in the ground tests, such as a doppler
effect (the doppler component is larger in orbit) or an unknown time tag error in
the Collins data. Another possible contributor is the modeling of the Endeavour
attitude in the computed DD. The assumed attitude was strictly gravity gradient,
yet the attitude history during this period shows librations about mean values (see
Figure 5.5). These attitude variations produce changes in the spatial orientation of
the relative antenna position vector that have not been accounted for in the DD
computations. The pitch and roll variations shown in Figure 5.5 would transform
into a DD variation of at most a meter (see Appendix 4 for sample calculations).
However, Figure 5.17 shows the yaw of the WSF-02. Yaw varies from the
original assumed value of zero by over 25 °. This transforms into a DD variation
of up to almost 7 m. This is significantly smaller than the total variation of the
DD (for example, between 15 and 2 in Figure 5.16); however, it still could be a
contribution.
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Chapter 6
Shuttle/WSF-02 Precision Orbit Determination
An alternative calibration approach would be to form DD measurements
between the two flight receivers and perform a relative positioning solution in
which the time-dependent position of one receiver is assumed known and the
other position is estimated. The estimated relative position could then be
compared to the known position vector, as given in Table 5.5 of the previous
chapter. However, since each satellite combination in the DD has a different bias,
many bias terms must be estimated along with the relative position. The small
number of common satellites described previously limits the usefulness of this
technique.
Since the global network of ground GPS receivers enables another source
of information to be used in double differencing, the number of common satellites
between the flight GPS receiver and the ground GPS receiver is dramatically
increased over the in-flight case. If double differences (pseudorange or carrier
phase) axe formed with one of the flight receivers as R1 (see Eq. (3-19)) and a
ground receiver as R2, then the orbit of the flight receiver can be determined by a
dynamic approach. Furthermore, this approach of determining the orbit using DD
measurements can be applied to each flight receiver and the resulting independent
orbits can be compared. If both orbits have been determined for the spacecraft
center of mass, then the comparison between the two orbits should, in principle,
yield zero. Of course, in practice, the result will not be zero because of the
different receiver error sources, but the differences are a further calibration test of
the two receivers. The dynamic technique of using DD measurements to
determine the orbit is described, for example, by Schutz [Schutz, et al., 1994] for
TOPEX/POSEIDON.
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6.1 DOUBLE DIFFERENCING WITIt IGS DATA
The International GPS Service for Geodynamics (IGS), in collaboration
with numerous institutions, collects GPS data from a global network of stations.
Most of the receivers used at these stations are TurboRogues programmed to
record L1 and L2 pseudorange and carrier phase at an interval of 30 sec. The
stations from the IGS network used in the STS-69 analysis are given in Table 6.1.
The IGS station coordinates used were the ITRF93 [Boucher, et al., 1994] mapped
to September 1995 and are also listed in Table 6.1. Double differenced
pseudorange measurements were formed using L1 from the Collins receiver and
ionosphere-corrected pseudorange (L1/L2) from the IGS stations. For the
TurboS tar, double differenced L1/L2 pseudorange and double differenced L l/L2
carrier phase measurements were formed with the like measurements from the
ground network of IGS. The DD measurements used for this calibration test were
made during the same one hour period that was used for the in-flight calibration
test, described in the previous chapter.
Table 6.1 IGS Network Stations Used in STS-69 Analysis
All Stations Listed Use TurboRogue GPS Receivers
Station x y z
918129.525 -4346071.353 4561977.980Algonquin r Ontario
Fairbanksr Alaska
Goldstone r California
Kokee Park, Hawaii
Kootwiik, Netherlands
Madrid, Spain
Santiago, Chile
Tidbinbilla, Australia
Tromso_ Norway
Usuda, Japan
Wettzell, Germany
Yaral_adee, Australia
Yellowknife, NWT
2281621.496 -1453595.799 5756962.090
2353614.197 4641385.422 3676976.500
-5543838.257 -2054587.381 2387809.711
3899225.344 396731.824 5015078.453
4849202.490 -360329.139 4114913.132
1769693.329 -5044574.253 -3468321.113
-4460996.187
2102941.176
-3855262.980
2682557.163
721569.691
3427432.584
-3674443.897
5958194.461
3741020.313
4075578.612 931852.679 4801570.064
-2389025.496 5043316.952 -3078530.911
-1224452.536 -2689216.146 5633638.443
The orbit determination was performed with the University of
Texas/Center for Space Research software MSODP (Multi-Satellite Orbit
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Determination Program) described by Rim [1992]. Each orbit determination of
the combined vehicle (Endeavour/WSF-02) was performed in exactly the same
way for all cases with one exception: locations of the antennas with respect to the
combined vehicle CM were different. The processing of the Collins/IGS DD used
the position vector from the combined vehicle's center of mass to the upper-hemi,
because all of the measurements common to the TurboStar and Collins were made
from the upper-hemi rather than the lower-hemi. The TurboStar/IGS DD used the
position vector from the Endeavour/WSF-02 center of mass to the WSF-02 GPS
antenna. These position vectors are listed in Table 6.2, with the vectors
originating at the CM, where J is a unit vector in the direction of the combined
vehicle velocity, _ out the Shuttle's belly and _ pointing down to the Earth.
Calculations for Table 6.2 used the Shuttle CM position, namely
1097.90 XosRs -0.03 YosRs + 377.53 Z-osRs inches, where OSRS is a Shuttle-fixed
coordinate frame described in Section 5.2.3. A table of the CM position history
for STS-69 can be found listed in Appendix 6.
Table 6.2 Combined Vehicle's Center of Mass to Antenna Position Vectors
Antenna _ (m) _ (m) _ (m)
WSF-02 -12.791 -1.178 -11.344
Upper-hemi 0.001 -3.108 - 15.004
The Shuttle force model was generally consistent with the IERS Standards
[McCarthy, 1992], except the gravity field was JGM-3 [Tapley, et al., 1996] and
the atmospheric density model was the Density and Temperature Model, DTM
[Barlier, et al., 1978]. The IERS standards include solid Earth and ocean tides, as
well as luni-solar perturbations. The GPS ephemerides were determined by JPL
for the IGS GPS week 818 (Crustal Dynamics Data Information System). No
adjustment of the GPS ephemerides was performed in the Shuttle solutions. All
cases estimated the position and velocity of the combined vehicle in a batch
mode, along with a bias (or phase ambiguity). Atmospheric drag was modeled,
but a drag parameter was not estimated because of the short arc duration. As
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noted previously, the arc length was about one hour, which is less than one orbital
revolution.The specificforcemodels are listedinTable 6.3.
Table 6.3 Forces Modeled in MSODP
Force Models
Gravity JGM-3
70x70
Tides Solid Earth and Ocean
Luni-solar DE 200 (JPL Ephemeris)
Drag DTM Model
CD =2.2
Area = 266 m 2
Mass = 108294.5 kg
Radiation pressure Constant Area Model
CR = 0.3
6.2 RESULTS
6.2.1 Collins Clock Correction Issue
MSODP uses the observed DD calculations to estimate a spacecraft's orbit
in a dynamic sense instead of solving for a position solution and clock correction
kinematically, as discussed in Section 3.1. Even though clock errors cancel in
double differencing, the DDobs time tags must be corrected to GPS Time. As
demonstrated in Figure 2.4, the TurboStar clock corrections were smaller than a
microsecond and thus considered negligible for the time tag. The Collins clock
corrections computed from the pseudoranges, however, were approaching a 100
ms level so it was presumed that the correction was needed for the DDa, _. time
tag. After applying the time tag correction, a TurboStar phase determined orbit
and a Collins pseudorange determined orbit were then produced with MSODP.
Their differences in radial, transverse and normal residuals are shown in Figure
6.1.
Figure 6.1 shows a large difference in the transverse component between
the Collins and TurboStar determined orbits. The transverse component appears
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to be offsetby about700 m. Knowing that thetime tagcorrectionto theCollins
DD,,bs measurements was on the order of 100 ms, and roughly speaking, the
velocity of the combined vehicle was 7,000 m/s, it was then concluded that this
transverse offset was caused by a timing error. In other words, a 100 ms timing
error at 7,000 rn/s would produce about a 700 m offset. The Collins pseudorange-
determined orbit was estimated again but without the time tag corrections. Figure
6.2 shows the orbit difference that resulted.
It was this analysis that lead to the realization that the time tags in the
Collins data had already been adjusted to account for the receiver clock error. It
was later confirmed that the spread sheet cell "GPSTIME" shown in Appendix 1
was indeed a time compensated for the receiver clock offset (see Appendix 9).
However, it is important to note that the pseudorange measurements are negative,
which implies that these quantities are not consistent with the interpretation that
the time tag is GPS Time. For consistency, the pseudoranges should have been
adjusted also, which would have resulted in positive values rather than negative.
However, any adjustment in the pseudoranges would cancel when the double
differences are formed; thus, the pseudorange correction is irrelevant with double
differencing.
It should also be noted that the results in Chapters 4 and 5 were obtained
with the knowledge of the interpretation of the orbit comparisons. All results in
these chapters were obtained under the assumption that the Collins time tag was
GPS Time.
6.2.2 Precision Orbit Determination
The evaluation of the ephemeris accuracy on TOPEX/POSEIDON (T/P)
was made possible by the use of different tracking systems and comparing the
results. This result was described by Tapley, et al., [1995], by using ephemerides
resulting from Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), a French doppler system known as
DORIS, and GPS. Based on the comparison of ephemerides derived from these
systems and from independent software, it was concluded that the orbit accuracy
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on T/P was2-3 cm in theradial componentandlessthan10cm in the horizontal
(along-trackandcross-track)components.
In the caseof WSF-02,the assessmentof orbit accuracymust be made
solely from theobservationresiduals.Unfortunately,theexperiencesgainedfrom
analysisof T/P GPSdataandsimulatedlow EarthorbiterGPSdata [Rim, 1992;
Davis, 1996]show that thereis not a one-to-oneinterpretationof DD residuals
andorbit accuracy.Basedon theseanalyses,theorbit accuracyhasbeenobserved
to be four to five timeshigher than thephaseDD residuals,wheretheresiduals
areformedbetweenthelow EarthorbiterGPSdataandthegroundIGSdata.
Usingthe force modelsfor thecombinedvehiclegiven in Table 6.3, the
DD residualsobtainedfrom aconvergedorbit areshownin Table6.4. TheDD in
Table 6.4 were formed using single frequencyCollins pseudorangeand dual
frequencyground IGS pseudorangedata. Furthermore,doubledifference bias
parameterswereestimatedfor eachcombinationof satellitepairsandCollins/IGS
pairs. This strategywas adoptedin order to accommodatethe channelbiases
found to exist in the Collins datainferred from groundandcalibration in-flight
tests.
Table6.4 CombinedVehiclePODDD Residuals
Data rms
3.17mCollins Pseudoran_e
TurboStar Pseudoran_e
TurboStar Phase
3.20 m
0.34 m
For the TurboStar, dual frequency data for pseudorange and carrier phase
were used. In the case of carrier phase, the ambiguity terms were estimated for
each satellite pair and TurboStar/IGS receiver pairs, similar to the treatment of the
Collins data.
Since the arc length for the orbit solution was about one hour, only the
combined vehicle position and velocity at the initial time were estimated. The
phase DD from the TurboStar reflect the most accurate determination of the
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combinedvehicle'sorbit. ThepseudorangeDDs are dominated by measurement
noise, but the phase precision is a few millimeters, thus the phase residuals more
clearly reflect force model errors and measurement model errors.
If the 34 cm phase DD residual shown in Table 6.4 is scaled by five to
represent orbit error, the estimated orbit accuracy of the combined vehicle is 1.70
m in an rms sense. Experience with TOPEX/POSEIDON and high fidelity
simulations of low Earth orbiters suggest this is a reasonable estimation of the
accuracy of the Shuttle for the one hour arc. This result is especially important
since it suggests that large, unmodeled forces do not exist for this time period.
Furthermore, the results suggest that meter-level POD of the Shuttle is obtainable
if a high precision GPS receiver is available.
The expected sources of contributing error to the 34 cm phase residuals are
given in Table 6.5. As noted in Table 6.5, the dominant error source is expected
to be the Earth gravity model. Using the JGM-3 covariance matrix, a state of the
art gravity model [Tapley, et al., 1996], the predicted error is about two meters.
For a one hour arc, the influence of drag can not be adequately separated from the
epoch position and velocity, thus a drag parameter was not simultaneously
estimated. The level of errors shown in Table 6.5 for other contributors was
determined from simulations that have been conducted with other satellites and
are intended to simply provide an order of magnitude effect.
Table 6.5 POD Error Sources for Combined Vehicle at 400 km, i = 28.5 °
Source
G avitr
Tides
Description Estimated rms Error
Based on JGM-3 covariance 1 - 2 m
Drag
Modeled < I m
Luni-solar Modeled < 1 cm
<lm
Radiation pressure
Attitude
Summary
Modeled, accommodated in
position/velocity estimate
Modeled, accommodated in
position/velocity estimate
Mismodeling will produce error in
ECF antenna locations (Appendix 5)
<lm
<2m
3-4m
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Basedon the ground testsand the in-flight comparisonsbetween the
Collins andTurboStar,an estimateof the Collins L1 pseudorangeprecisionis
about 5-6 meters,yet theDD rms wasabout3 meters. Oneexplanationis the
groundandin-flight testsusedmuchmoredata. The fit with a dynamicmodel
wasbasedona dataintervalof 30seconds,aboutonesixth theamountof datain
theothertests.
As notedpreviously,it is expectedthat the TurboStarphase-determined
orbit will be themostaccurate.For this reason,theTurboStarphase-determined
orbit was usedto compareagainst the Collins pseudorange-determinedorbit.
After determinationof the orbit from the respectivereceivers,the ephemerides
were differenced, as shownin Figure 6.2. The ephemerisdifferenceswere
resolved into RTN componentsas given in Table 6.6. Theserms differences
showthattheCollinsresultcomparedto themoreaccuratephase-determinedorbit
usingtheTurboStaragreesto betterthan 10m. This result implies that through
bias estimationwith thepseudorangedata,theCollins receiveris capableof orbit
determinationbetterthan10m,whichfar surpassestheorbiter's severalkilometer
precisionrequirement.
Table6.6 RMS DifferencesBetweenCollins-determinedOrbit andTurbo-
StarDeterminedOrbit
Radial(R) 3.07m
Transverse(T) 5.95m
Normal(N) 4.16m
6.3 SUMMARY
Both the ground tests and the in-flight calibration tests showed the
existence of pseudorange biases, i.e., biases dependent on the particular GPS
satellite being tracked. These biases are believed to occur in the Collins 3M
receiver, based primarily on the ground tests. As a consequence, orbit
determination using pseudorange measurements from the Collins receiver should
be performed with bias estimation, similar to that used with carrier phase. Using
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the two separatereceiverson the combined Endeavour/Wake Shield-02 vehicle, it
was shown that the orbits determined by each receiver agreed to better than 10
meters, further showing that the effect of the Collins pseudorange biases can be
mitigated to this level. Remaining error sources that could improve the results
include the proper modeling of the vehicle attitude. Finally, using carrier phase
measurements from the TurboStar, the results suggest that meter level POD is
attainable for the Shuttle, when a high precision GPS receiver is available.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
On September 7, 1995, the Space Shuttle Endeavor on STS-69 was
launched carrying with it a University of Houston free-flyer payload called the
Wake Shield Facility (WSF-02). The main purpose of the WSF-02 was to grow
thin wafers of semiconductor compounds, such as gallium arsenide, in an ultra-
vacuum created in the wake region during the WSF-02 free flight. Additional
experiments were carded on the WSF-02 including a flight version of the high
precision TurboRogue GPS receiver, known as the TurboStar. The presence of a
high precision GPS receiver on board the WSF-02 at Shuttle altitude (= 400 kin)
provided many unique opportunities for research. This report summarizes the
results of such opportunities afforded by STS-69.
One opportunity included the use of GPS to accomplish relative
positioning between two objects in space (the Shuttle and the WSF-02). This
experiment was enabled by the presence of a Collins 3M GPS receiver on the
Shuttle, as well as the WSF-02 receiver. However, little experience has been
acquired with the Shuttle using the Collins. Therefore, in order to best interpret
the relative positioning results, an analysis of the performance of the Shuttle
receiver was also required. This latter objective lead to an assessment of the
Shuttle receiver's ability to perform precision orbit determination.
Calibration tests in a controlled environment was conducted as a
validation tool to establish respective receiver performance characteristics. In
pre- and post-flight calibration tests, ground tests were conducted using both the
Shuttle and the WSF-02 GPS receivers. The pre-flight test had a short antenna
separation (2.4 m) between the two receivers and the post-flight test had a
common antenna (zero baseline) for the receivers. Double difference (DD)
pseudorange residuals between the two receivers and two GPS satellites were
formed to remove Selective Availability (SA) and other common error sources.
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An additional calibration test was conducted in orbit during STS-69 while
the WSF-02 was held by the Endeavour robot arm for a one hour period. For this
in-flight case, DD residuals were computed as in the ground test analysis.
However, the orbital motion produced time-varying positions in an Earth-fixed
reference frame. Therefore, the position vector between the two antennas was
determined from the robot arm flight record, resulting in a baseline of 13.4 m.
In all three tests, biases up to 140 m were observed in the double
difference pseudorange measurements, implying that instrument-dependent
characteristics exist which do not cancel in double differencing. Due to previous
experience with TurboRogue receivers, these biases were initially assumed to
exist in the Collins receiver. The effects of these biases were then mitigated by
including bias parameters to accommodate for them in an estimation process. As
it turned out, at the conclusion of the study, the existence of channel biases within
the Collins was conftrmed (Appendix 10).
Another observation was made from the three calibration tests: the biases
were not constant. Mismodeling of the Shuttle attitude, doppler effects and even
an unknown Collins timing issue were likely causes of the residual slopes. These
slopes cannot be completely accommodated in bias estimation alone and require
further investigation.
An additional ground test was then conducted after the mission in order to
ensure confidence in the TurboStar. This test had a zero baseline between the
TurboStar and an "off-the-shelf" TurboRogue ground receiver. The results
confirmed the assumed performance of the TurboStar showing that the DD L1
pseudoranges were unbiased.
The final relative positioning test was carried out using the one hour
period of data when WSF-02 was attached to Endeavour with the RMS. In this
case the orbit of the combined Endeavour/WSF-02 was determined independently
with each receiver. The analysis was performed in a manner similar to that used
for the precision orbit determination of TOPEX/POSEIDON [e.g., Schutz, et al.,
1994]. The one hour arcs were based on forming double differences with 13
TurboRogue receivers in the global IGS network. In an attempt to compare these
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two orbits and their accuracy, the Shuttle remote manipulator system data was
incorporated as another source of information to determine the relative position
between the two receivers (13.4 m). In the Collins case, the double differences
were formed with pseudorange but the TurboStar case was performed with carrier
phase. Pseudorange biases were estimated with the Collins and phase ambiguities
were estimated with the TurboStar.
Various analyses suggest that the accuracy of the Endeavour/WSF-02 orbit
for the one hour period as determine by the TurboStar is better than two meters.
This result is based on the extrapolation of the 0.34 m DD phase residual rms to
account for errors in the force modeling, especially gravity, and other effects.
The orbit determined using the Collins receiver was compared with the
TurboStar phase-determined orbit. The rms differences between the two
independently determined orbits was better than 10 meters. This final test
demonstrated the accuracy of the Collins-determined orbit to be better than 10 m
as well as the accuracy of the relative positioning using these two receivers.
The results of the study demonstrated the feasibility of relative positioning
between two GPS receivers in low Earth orbit. The results also indicated that the
Collins receiver has the capability to support a semi-precision orbit determination
at a level exceeding its original design requirements. This conclusion also shows
that the Collins 3M receiver can support Shuttle applications, such as scientific
experiments with an improved spacebome scientific platform.
Future endeavors could include improvements in the analysis of the STS-
69 data to include factors such as refined modeling of the Shuttle attitude. An
additional future goal should be to test the TurboStar and Collins in a similar
manner as presented here during NASA Shuttle mission STS-80 to fly in
November of 1996. This would allow the opportunity to request Collins' channel
bias outputs and account for these channel biases rather than estimating them. By
continuing to investigate the Collins, the residual slope issue could be resolved as
well as verifying the raw data interpretation. Once the Collins is completely
understood, its orbit determination capability may be pushed to levels of accuracy
significantly better than 10 m, perhaps at the meter-level.
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Appendix I
Collins Raw Data Spread Sheet
The raw data from the Collins used in this study was received in a
spread sheet format. The following is an example corresponding to one data
record "near" GPS time 95 9 11 11 0 54.9508563. This is referenced as "near"
GPS time since the interpretation of the time cells is not completely understood.
GPSTIME TIMETAG #MEAS!MT1 MT2 MT3 MT4 MT5 MT6 MT7 MT8 MT9
126054.9509 347521.74 8 1 1 1 1 9 2 2 2 2
MT10 MTll
10 0
PR1
-4077183.38
PR2 PR3
-5032639.996 -4219820.498
PR4
-6989795.783
PR5
-5032641.456
DR1 DR2
1720.427246 1494.609863
DR3 DR4
-4743.848633 -1050.212036
DR5 DR6 PPR 1
1494.633789 0 -4077180.441
PPR2 PPR3
-5032639.748 -4219818.303
PPR4
-6989795.t05
PPR5
-5032640.373
PDR1 PDR2
1720.51001 1494.698364
PDR3 PDR4
-4743.83252 -1050.203003
PDR5
1494.698364
PDR6 IDSATI IDSAT2 IDSAT3 IDSAT4 IDSAT5 CH1DR5
0 19 12 15 2 12 344.429382
CH2DR5 CH3DR5
299.502655 -948.48822
CH4DR5
-209.31691
CH5DR5 CH 1DR4 CH2DR4
299.50827 344.269196 299.22168
CH3DR4 CH4DR4
-948.642883 -209.676682
CH5DR4
299.210449
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The labels indicated are identical to labels provided in the spread sheet;
however, little information was available on their interpretation. The following
interpretation of selected labels has been made:
GPSTIME: time tag for the measurements given as seconds into the
GPS week and in GPS Time. It was assumed that this time tag applies to all
measurements in this record.
PR 1 to PR5:
respectively.
Pseudorange measurements in meters from channels 1 to 5
IDSAT1 to IDSAT5: PRN of the satellites with measurements PR1 to
PR5 in the corresponding channel.
An interpretation of the other quantities has not been made.
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Appendix 2
Flight Hardware Integration Summaries
This appendix contains unedited trip summaries prepared shortly after the
respective trips.
Orlando, April: WSF-02 GPS Equipment Integration Summary
Houston/Orlando Trip 04-17 to 04-20 04-22-95
Monday noon, we, Dr. Schutz and Christie Schroeder, flew out of Austin
and into Houston to travel to NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) and pick up the
recorder and GPS receiver. We met with Samantha McDonald, the GPS recorder
engineer, and finalized all details about the tests, the software, and precautions of
traveling with the flight hardware.
Tuesday morning, 8:30 am, we arrived at the security gate to be badged.
Unfortunately Mike Exner had not yet been cleared so we were delayed a bit
getting to Hangar AE. Eventually we met up with Nick Combs and the Wake
Shield Facility staff after 9:00 am.
Mike worked with McDonnell Douglas people (Oscar and Mitch) to set up
the GPS antenna and choke ring on top the roof of the hangar. Mike was
concerned with the messy environment on top the roof. There were some
obstructions, other antennas and even a transmitter.
We obtained a +28 Volt power supply needed to power up the recorder for
the bench test and proceeded to the clean room after suiting up in "ounny' suites.
The recorder was unpacked and connected to the power supply and computer (see
Figure A2.1) enabling the f'trst acceptance test to be initialized at 11:20 am. Mean
while, Mike set up the receiver for its initial test.
The recorder passed its first acceptance test! The recorder's sequence
number was counting implying the recorder was processing. The drive temps 1
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and2 read256 and257 (hex)respectively which is nominal and the sector count
went to zero since there was no data present as a result of the reformatting of the
disk before Houston departure. The next step was to hook up the GPS receiver to
make sure the data could get to the recorder.
The receiver was powered via the recorder but the data port of the receiver
was connected to Mike's laptop still trying to lock on to satellites. As of 2:50
p.m., we still were not tracking enough satellites. At times we had one or two
locks but no more; therefor most of the afternoon was spent trouble shooting the
tracking problem.
Mike concluded that maybe the cable used to link the antenna to the
receiver had a substantial amount of loss in it. The signal to noise ratio was
extremely low: values of 6 to even 1 when we were expecting values of 30 to 40.
Mike decided to increase the gain of the signal to the receiver by 26 dB. This
enabled the receiver to lock on to four satellites. Another 26 dB and the receiver
had six by 4:00 p.m.
Shortly afterwards the recorder data port (P3) was hooked up to the
receiver to catch the data. For the next half hour, the disk drive temperatures were
a nominal 25e and 25f (hex), there were absolutely no write errors or buffer over-
flows, and the receiver was at times tracking up to eight satellites to give us both
navigation states and pseudo-range data.
We disabled the recorder and off-loaded the data onto the hard drive of the
computer using the command 30 in the GPS Ground Support Engineering
(gpsgse) software. We recorded 115 sectors worth of data (--- 60 kB) but
unfortunately messed up the conversion from hex to decimal and down loaded
1123 sectors! The error caused some extra time copying all the empty sectors
(about 1 sector/sec) but Mike Exner was able to edit the file. Analysis later that
night at the hotel showed the data looked fine.
We started the next day (04-19) with the agenda of 1) quantifying the loss
in the main cable from the roof antenna to the receiver, 2) figuring out how to
keep the signal strength up as we moved the equipment from the bench to the
WSF, and 3) perform the final tests. While Mike worked with McDonnell
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Douglaspeopleon theantenna/receiversituation,SpaceIndustryInc. (SII) people
andChristiedonnedtheWSF-02with therecorderandthereceiver.
Mike wasableto acquirea signalgeneratoranda spectrumanalyzerand
measurethelossof theco-axialcableusedthedaybefore. A signalwassentupa
neighboringcable,thatwentto theroof, to whichwasconnectedto ourcableby a
jumper. Measuringthe signal strengthcoming backvia our cable,we hopedto
quantify the signal lossandverify our resultsfrom thedaybefore. For a typical
RG9 cable (?), the loss betweenthe two wasexpectedto be about 5 dB. We
discoveredonly 4 dB. This meantthat somethingelsewascausingourproblems
andanewcablewasn'tgoingto fix it.
Meanwhile,therecorderwasbeinghookedupvia theWSF-02power(P4)
to initialize its last acceptancetest. It wasnoticedthat the cableconnectionson
therecorderweremis-marked. As aprecaution,SII personnel,Rob, checkedthe
polarity of the switched connectionsand re-labeledthem. Unfortunately no
powerwasgetting to the recorderdueto a blown fuse in the WSF. SII people
RobandJanfoundthefuse,replacedit andthengot thetestrunning. Theground
supportsoftwareto beusedduring theflight (fltgse)did not initialize correctlyat
first. After a bit of trouble shooting,it was discoveredthat the port was set
incorrectly on the laptop. In Houstonwe initialized with port 1 and figured it
workedbut in reality it is port 0. It shouldbenotedthat this is indigenousto the
laptop being used so the value may change. The recorder finally passedthe
acceptancetest.
Thenext stepwasto connectthereceiverto therecordersotheremainder
of the testscould beachieved,however,thereceiverwasstill only tracking two
satellites. By 11:00am,thespectrumanalyzershowedsignalscrowding thearea
aroundtheantenna.Thedomainaround1.2GHz wasterribly messy! Therewas
our problem. As it turnedout, Patrick Air ForceBase,8 - 12miles away,was
transmitting a FAA dual channelradar of frequencies1.345and 1.265 GHz.
Therewasalsoa transmittervery nearto our receiverat a frequencyof 1.8GHz.
Thetwo satellitesthatwe were receiving were probably because of their stronger
signal strength due to geometry.
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Therewere severalideasto handlethe frequencyinterferenceproblem.
The first was to tilt the antennaaway from the radar source. A McDonnell
Douglas personnel,Mitch, went to the top of the roof with a walkie-talkie to
position the antennain different directions. Pointingtheantennaawayfrom the
radarsourceandthe 1.8GHz transmitterhelpeda little but not enough. Henext
movedtheantennabelow theroof line outof sightfrom thePatrickAFB radarbut
that didn't seemto help - nor did moving the antennaasfar away from the 1.8
GHz transmitterusing anextra 95 ft cable. We evenhad sheetmetalmadeto
shieldtheantennabut it nevercameto that. We decidedto runa cableout of the
cleanroomthrougha nearbyportal to anexit door. Theantennaendedup on the
drivewayoutsidethehangarwhichresultedin amuchcleanerenvironment.
At 3:30p.m.we finally hookedup thereceiverto theantenna,howeverwe
noticedtherewasno poweragain. At thetime we didn't realize that the grid to
the recorderhadbeenturnedoff so we insteadusedthe portable+28 V power
supply. After aboutsix crashes,thereceiverlockedontofour satellites. A little
after 4:00, and we were ready to start running our final tests. Unfortunately it was
at this time that Rob accidentally tripped over the +28 V power supply, knocking
it off the table and to the ground. The power supply was broken.
We quickly unhooked the power and re-connected to the WSF: the
recorder seemed to be okay after the acquisition command was initiated but the
receiver was not registering. Mike, and then Rob, both measured the voltage
across the receiver-to-recorder-power port (P1) and noted that instead of getting
+15 V, we were getting 0.77 V. A call was made to Samantha and by 5:00 p.m.
we had the recorder open and searching for the problem.
Samantha hoped it would be either a blown surge protector diode or power
converter. Either one would not be too much of a problem to fix. The diode was
perfect with no charred residue so after some voltage measurements across the
board, Mike and Jan concluded it was a blown converter. Samantha Federal
Expressed us a replacement part that night and Nick assigned Jan to fix it in the
morning.
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Thursday, 04-20, we called Federal Express first thing and found out that
the part had left Memphis, the central hub, around 3:30 am and was to be in
Orlando shortly. Christie drove to the Cocoa Beach FedEx location and picked it
up personally to expedite its delivery. Meanwhile, Mike and Dr. Schutz set up the
antenna again outside but this time on a stairwell instead of in the middle of the
driveway and ran a test for a couple of hours.
By 10:00 am, SII personnel, Jan, was swapping the converters. By 11:00
am, we powered up the recorder on the bench and ran an acceptance test and
checked the voltage out of the receiver-to-recorder port (P1): +15 V and a passed
acceptance test! Jan then proceeded to make the recorder flight ready by wiping it
down and torquing the screws.
At 12:30 the recorder and the receiver were hooked up to the WSF-02 and
each other. Everything was looking good! The recorder was getting GPS data
with no write errors and apparently no buffer overflows. Both navigation states
and pseudo-range data were being received. One thing to note, when the recorder
is initially turned on and down counting to its next available sector to record to, it
can not take data. Once data was being recorded, we let it run for an hour and
went to lunch.
Upon our arrival back, we noted that the recorder was maintaining a data-
rate of about 1.5 MB/hour. We ended up with 3054 sectors (-- 1.5 Mb) and no
write errors! The next test was the high-rate/low-rate toggle, or the 159
command. The fltgse software showed a successful toggle as did Mike Exner's
software. SII personnel, Art, got a small error but it didn't seem to be a problem.
Christie later checked with Samantha and she agreed with Art's assessment:
Error Message
NO REPLY TO THE SC2
What That May Mean
Either the receiver did not reply to the
command at all or it did not reply in
the allotted amount of time. Either
way, the command was initiated and
the receiver got it.
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XNEXT PACKET ASKED FOR After waiting for the reply, the
recorder continues its business and
asks for the next data packet.
CRC ERROR The next packet it did get was
longer in bits than it expected. Art
figured the reply from the receiver
was tacked onto the next packet
thus causing the error.
It was noted that this toggle is a high-rate to low-rate only. It does not
work the other way. It was also noted that the toggle has orbital (not ground) GPS
receiver configurations attached to it, therefor, Mike cut the power to the recorder-
receiver set up before the receiver got too lost.
By 2:30 p.m., we had the gpsgse software hooked directly to the recorder
in order to down-load the data recorded over lunch and during the toggle test.
Unfortunately the download was aborted by power interruptions caused by either
the RS422-232 converter being loose, the power connection to the outlet being
weak, or the laptop acting a bit quirky. Once fixed we started again but a quarter
of the way through, the process seemed to crash. We tried this twice which ate up
a lot of time since transferring the data went at a rate of 1 sector/sec and we had
over 3000 sectors! It was later realized after calling Samantha that Christie forgot
the recorder had to be disabled for the command 30 to work (downloading the
disk to a file).
Finally at 4:00 p.m., the recorder computer port (P2) was hooked back up
to the WSF-02 for the final re-format command. This process could have been
done directly from the gpsgse software with the laptop connected to the recorder,
however, if we wanted to clean the disk one last time before flight, we needed to
test Art doing it via the WSF. If it didn't work, we were there to use the gpsgse
software. It was noted that each time the recorder is powered up (which it will be
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severaltimes before it goesup since it is on a power line connectedto other
experimentsstill to becheckedout), it will be recording. The defaultmode for
the recorderis 'on'. Evenwhenthereceiver is not giving it anydata, it will be
recording;however,this 'data'will begarbageandvery minimal. If Art can re-
formatthediskprior to flight, wewill haveavirtually cleandisk.
Thereformatcommandwasinitiated via threecommands:7, 25, and 93.
Eachtookabout8 or 9 secondsto registeron thefltgsesoftwarebutall wentwell.
Thesectorsstartedat zeroandstartederasingits wayup to number163839.The
filled sectorstook longerbut oncethe recorderreachedblank or empty sectors,
theprocessalmostdoubledin rate.
By a quarterto 5:00(with aplaneto catchat 7:10p.m.), it didn't look asif
thediskwould bedoneformattingfor another20minutessowe loadedacopy of
the fltgse software on to a SII laptop and showedArt how to make sure the
reformattingworked. Thetaskwasvery simpleandeverythinglookedlike it was
runninggreatsowe felt thatthis wasacceptable.Theonly thing left for Art to do
afterwe left wasto makesuretherecorderdid indeedreformatall 163839sectors.
This wasdoneby cycling thepowerto the recorderandletting it initialize itself
by countingdownits sectorsto thenextavailablerecordingspace.If thereformat
worked,it shouldcountdownto sectorzero.
At theconclusionof the trip, we felt pretty confidentthateverythingwas
going to work just fine. Even if it turnedout that the reformattingfailed, Mike
Exneris goingbackin mid-May to updatethereceiversoftwareandre-configure
it for orbital tracking ratherthangroundtracking. Hecanperform thereformat
with hiscopyof thegpsgsesoftwarethatheobtainedfrom Dr. Schutz.
Both carrycaseswerebroughtbackalongwith all thebenchtestcablesto
be returnedto Samanthabeforethelaunch. This includedthecableandconverter
neededto hook up Exner'scomputerto the recorder in the eventhe needsto
reformat the recorder'sdisk by hand. The blown power converter was also
broughtbackandwill bedeliveredto Samanthathe following week (04-26) for
analysisby themanufacturerto determinewhatcausedtheshort.
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TESTING APPARATUS AND CONFIGURATION
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Figure A2.1 Recorder Test Integration Schematic
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Orlando, May: Final WSF-02 Integration Summary_
May 18
Arrived at Hangar AE at approximately 8:30 am with Exner. Russell
Carpenter et al. from JSC arrived earlier--had their real-time activity set up.
Informed by WSF-02 folks about schedule that indicated we could not get
complete access until CHAWS completed test/installation. Schedule allowed us
access around 2 pm. We were able to initiate receiver late morning using
version of software left in receiver in April. Receiver acquired and locked on 8
satellites within a short time.
Antenna set up at same location as final April tests. Cable taken through
side door into clean room. WSF-02 in different orientation than April--located in
carrier and some 8 meters above floor. Obtained additional coax and extended
cable to reradiator. Reradiator c-clamped near WSF-02 antenna. Only Exner
allowed into clean room.
A signal splitter was used to allow the Collins and TurboRogue to share
the same antenna (zero baseline). In general, the Collins receiver performed well,
although the signal was weak from time to time. The Collins generally tracked 4
satellites and the fifth channel roved around the available satellites, sometimes
tracking one of the same satellites that were in the primary four channels.
Recorded TurboRogue data through sector 4720 (2.88%) of flight
recorder, terminated recording at about 3:15 pm.
Exner downloaded latest version of receiver software from GPS/MET
POC and loaded into receiver at approximately 15:30. Reacquisition appeared to
be nominal, but slow.
During this time, the JSC Real Time GPS (RGPS) was receiving no data
from the Wake Shield telemetry (although the FLTGSE software was receiving).
At approximately 6 pm, the Turbo Rogue tracking dropped from 8 satellites to 1
satellite. After approximately 1 hour it was determined that this event was
probably correlated with turn-on of an S-Band transmitter for Wake Shield
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communications.The transmitter/antenna was located approximately 1-2 meters
from the GPS antenna. This RF problem had not been encountered during the
April tests because the WSF-02 was mounted in a separate stand. This RF
anomaly was peculiar to operation while the WSF-02 was mounted in the cross-
bay carrier and is not expected to occur during flight. No further significant
tracking was acquired until about 21:00, but everything was shut down at 22:00
(because of security agreement). At shutdown, the Turbo Rogue was performing
marginally.
From approximately 17:00 to 21:00, Mission Specialist Jim Newman was
assisting in the debug of RGPS. After he left, it was determined that the problem
was caused by a synchronization problem on the Wake Shield side. After
recycling the WSF-02 telemetry, the problem disappeared and telemetry appeared
in the RGPS laptops.
WSF-02 powered down at 22:00.
At approximately 22:30, met up with WSF-02 flight crew at Castaways for
food and drinks. Informed Newman of the status. Remaining problem, no
telemetry flowing between RGPS laptops.
May 19
Arrived at Hangar AE at approximately 8:00. Wake Shield and Turbo
Rogue had been powered up at 7:30. Recorder had completed countdown to first
available sector, 4750, but no telemetry was flowing into the computers. Exner
was contacted at the hotel since it was thought that the receiver should have
locked on by this time, however, we did not have direct access to the receiver and
had no way of evaluating the performance other than through the telemetry.
When Exner arrived and connected his computer, he confirmed that the receiver
was tracking only 1 or 2 satellites. The JSC group was waiting for telemetry to
confirm their communication. Before starting this series, an LNA was added to
the antenna path to boost the signal to the receiver.
Around 9:15, the Turbo Rogue began tracking and within a short time was
tracking 8 satellites. Telemetry began flowing and the JSC group was able to
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receiveit andconductstatedifferencingbetweentheTurboRogueandtheCollins
receiver.
At around10:15,the receiveropswere terminated. In the next 30 min
Exner configured the receiver for flight, placing the software into the "orbit
mode".
SUMMARY
At the conclusionof the tests, the Turbo Roguehad tracked up to 8
satellitesfor anhour. With this periodof tracking,the receiverobtaineda good
determinationof theclock andrates. The receiverwasoperatingextremelywell
at this conclusion. It wasplacedinto the orbit mode,so it is now configuredfor
flight.
It wasdecidednot to reformat the recorder. The recorderwas left for
flight with approximately3.97% used(through sector5750). Thesenumbers
shouldshowon GPSGSEin flight whentheGPSexperimentis activated.
LESSONSLEARNED
1. The TurboRoguemaybecompletelylost whenpoweredup in flight,
which may requiresometime to lock on. Allow the receiveradequatetime to
start-up,perhapsat leastonehour (PATIENCE!--we haven'thadan identifiable
receiverproblemyet). Recyclepowerasa last resort,andonly after giving the
receiverat leastonehourto acquire.
COMMENTS
1. Exnerconfirmedthatthermalcoverwasin place. Temperaturesensor
hasbeeninstalledbetweenGPSandanotherpayload.
2. Exnerconfirmedthatvisual inspectionshowedall cableconnectionsin
place. Also thatreceiverwasleft in themodewhereit is configuredfor flight.
Bob Schutz,June4, 1995
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Appendix 3
Recorder Failure Analysis
Date: Thursday Oct 12 11:35:46 1995
The preliminary survey of the data recorder has been completed. The
cabling and its supports were all intact and secure. The workmanship on the
replacement DC/DC converter and reassembly of the recorder were superb. All
connector sockets were properly inserted. Conductivity between the cabling and
connectors was fine.
If you haven't guessed, all of the good news is in the first paragraph. The
problem is with the DC/DC converter. Voltage is seen into the EMI filter, out of
the EMI f'dter, into the DC/DC converter, and 0.003V out of the converter. That
should be approximately 15.0V. From looking at my notes, it looks like the same
results as after the problem at the Cape.
I'd like the remove the converter from the recorder and send it with the
original converter to Interpoint for analysis. Hopefully, they can tell us what
happened. I will have to cut all of the power cabling to do this so please let me
know if this is okay.
Guess it could have been worse.
Samantha
(S. McDonald, JSC, personal communication, 1995)
Date: Tuesday, 30 Jan 1996 13:31:00 CST
Gentlemen,
Last week I finally received the failure analysis of the converters which
were damaged during the development and flight of the GPS data recorder for
Wake Shield 2. My summary of the report is that the failure was caused by noise
or a sinusoidal wave form appearing on the sync input of the converter. This
input was tied to the output common of the converter for the data recorder design
per Interpoint technical support instructions. Since no isolation circuitry was
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used,the syncwasessentiallyfloating allowing it to pick up anynoisethat was
present.Thecorrectiveactionon Interpoint'spart is to includeanapplicationnote
with the specificationssheetstating that if the sync is not used, it shouldbe
connectedto theinputcommonof theconverter.
Pleasefeel free to distributethis information to anyoneyou think may
benefit from it. If a copyof the failure report is desired,let meknow your fax
numberandI will sendacopy.
SamanthaMcDonald
From: "SamanthaL. McDonald(Sam)244- 5877"
(S.McDonald,JSC,personalcommunication,1995)
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Appendix 4
DD Residual Sample Calculations
Sample Pre-Flight DD Residual Calculation
Table A4.1 through A4.5 lists the given information for a sample DD
residual calculation assuming the pre-flight scenario presented in Chapter 4.
Table A4.1 lists the receiver coordinates with respect to the Earth Centered Earth
Fixed frame (ECF). The coordinates used were the result of numerous tests held
on the rooftop of Building 18 at JSC and are expected to be accurate in an
absolute sense (WGS-84) to better than 10 m. These coordinates were assumed to
be the same for the Collins and the TurboStar. In other words, as stated in
Chapter 4, a zero baseline was assumed.
Table A4.1 Assumed TurboStar and Collins Coordinates (m)
Receiver Coordinates
-492931.(X)6IXXKI0
ECF Frame (x R, YR,
-5530652.0910000 3127843.3240000
The DD residual that will be calculated in this example is between PRN 28
and 15. Therefore, the pseudorange measurements for each receiver to the PRNs
are listed in Tables A4.2 and A4.3. These measurements correspond to the
receiver time tags listed in the header of the table in the form of year, month, day,
hour. minute, and second.
Table A4.2 Collins Pseudorange Data Sample (m)
I CollinsPRN 28 Pseudorange
PRN !5 Pseudoran£e
95 4 13 17 59 54.7378006000
-5161025.6170000
-5302458.7030000
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Table A4.3 TurboStar L1/L2 Pseudorange Data Sample (m)
TurboStar 95 4 13 17 59 55._
PRN 28 Pseudorange
PRN 15 Pseudorange
24159398.559000
24017674.915400
The broadcast ephemeris (BC) information relevant to this problem is
given in Table A4.4 where TOE is the time in seconds with respect to the current
GPS week at which the BC information is valid. The variables a, b, and c are the
transmitting clock correction parameters. Each GPS satellite has a different clock
error so their respective clock correction parameters will be different as shown in
Table A4.4.
Table A4.4 Data Sampling of Broadcast Clocks
Broadcast Ephemeris 95 4 13 18 00 00._
GPS Week
TOE (seconds)
a (PRN 28, PRN 15)
b (PRN 28, PRN 15)
c (PRN 28, PRN 15)
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0.41040000000D+06
0.83968043327D-05 0.17678132281D-03
0.45474735089D-12 0.34106051316D-11
O._D+O0 O.O0(X)(X)O(OOOD+O0
Table A4.5 Useful Constants
Constants
Earth angular rate (rad/s)
speed of light (m/s)
7.2921151467000D-05
299792458.D0
Each pseudorange listed in Tables A4.2 and A4.3 is a function of a
different transmit time. There are two reasons for this. Because the receivers are
recording measurements at different times (the Collins is at about 54.7 s and the
TurboStar at 55.0 s), the transmit time from the same GPS satellite to each
receiver will be different. Also, because each GPS satellite clock is a little
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different, the transmit times from two GPS satellites to a single receiver will also
be different. Thus there will be four different transmit times. Table A.6 and A.7
fast lists the four GPS satellite coordinates in the ECF frame at the "true" transmit
time. The true transmit time is a GPS satellite transmit time corrected to GPS
time with respect to the current GPS week. Remember that GPS satellite clocks
are not perfectly synchronized with GPS time and must be corrected by applying
the respective broadcast constants a, b, and c as listed previously in Table A4.4.
Tables A4.6 and A4.7 give the GPS satellite coordinates transferred to a
nonrotating frame (NF) chosen to be aligned with the ECF frame at the beginning
of the current GPS week. Because Eq. (3-23) requires that the GPS satellite and
receiver states be in the same nonrotating frame, the receiver coordinates in ECF
will be transformed to the same nonrotating frame aligned with ECF at the
beginning of the current GPS week. These coordinates are listed in Table A4.8.
Table A4.6 PRN Coordinates During Signal Transmission to Collins (m)
PRN 28 Coordinates ECF Frame ( x2s, Y2s, Z28)
(For True Transmit Time wrt GPS wk of BC: 410394.75500899 s)
14551139.982631 -3474362.3295848 21922022.633578
PRN 15 Coordinates ECF Frame ( x15, YIs, Z_5)
(For True Transmit Time wrt GPS wk of BC: 410394.75531092 s)
15271215.132415 -20720456.971106 -6880362.5521439
PRN 28 Coordinates NR Frame ( X28, Yzs, Z28)
(For Transfer Angle of 29.926458091273 rad)
-2280769.2862747 -14785295.392861 21922022.633578
PRN 15 Coordinates NR Frame ( XIs, Y15, Z15)
(For Transfer Angle of 29.926458113290 tad)
-19411362.564237 -16904033.604786 -6880362.5521439
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Table A4.7 PRN Coordinates During Signal Transmission to TurboStar (m)
PRN 28 Coordinates ECF Frame (X2s, Y2s, z2s)
(For True Transmit Time wrt GPS wk of BC: 410394.91940598 _)
14551260.602715 -3473920.5926907 21922009.507741
PRN 15 Coordinates ECFFrarne (xls, Y_5, Z_5)
(For True Transmit Time wrt GPS wk of BC: 4410394.91970888 s'_
15271342.009190 -20720524.271289 -6879863.7159225
PRN 28 Coordinates NR Frame ( X2s, Y2s, Z2s)
(For Transfer Angle of 29.926475956305 rad)
-2280141.9629216 -14785407.063769 21922009.507741
PRN 15 Coordinates N-R Frame (X15, YIs, ZIs)
(For Transfer Angle of 29.926475956305 rad)
-19411216.684692 -16904398.234148 -6879863.7159225
Table A4.8 Receiver Coordinates in Nonrotating Frame(m)
Collins Receiver Coordinates NR Frame ( XRc, YRc, ZRc)
(For True Receiver Time wrt GPS wk 0fBC: 410394.73780060 $)
-5552416.4868700 42008.150322898 3127843.3240000
TurboStar Receiver Coordinates NR Frame ( XRt, YRt, ZRt)
(For True Receiver Time wrt GPS wk of BC: 410395.00000008 s_
-5552417.2890462 41901.988733996 3127843.3240000
Note Clock Corrections (s)
Collins = 0.00 TurboStar = -7.9754231141639D-08
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The "true" receiver time shown in Table A4.8 is the receiver measurement
time tag corrected to GPS time with respect to the current GPS week. As
discussed in Chapters 2 and 6, the clock correction was already accounted for in
the Collins receiver time tag, therefore, the clock correction is zero. It should be
noted, however, that the pseudoranges are not consistent with the assumption that
the time tag has been corrected. That is, if the time tag is GPS Time, then the
pseudoranges must be positive, rather than negative since the clock corrections for
the GPS satellites are small. The TurboStar clock correction, however, was
solved using additional pseudorange measurements (not listed here) with the
navigation solution methodology described in Chapter 3.
The final step is to plug all the appropriate values into the DD residual Eq.
(3-23) and solve. This calculation can be broken up into two parts as shown in
Eq. (3-21): DDobs and DD c. Carrying this out,
(
PRN28 pPRNI5 _ [ PRN28 PPRN15 IDDot, s
= _P - ]ColU_-_,P - /rurt,oS,ar (3-19)
= (--5161025. 617 + 5302458. 703)cotnn s -
(24159398. 559 - 24017674.9154)ru,_oS,,r
= -290.55760000274
t'_15 _ / t,emz8 _,s_v15\(E ).,,,.,.-t.oc-pc ).,,,,,,,.,.,r (3-22 
where, for example, _p_ )co,_,_ is written as,
= [(-5552416.48687 + 2280769. 2862747) z +
(42008.150322898 + 14785295.392861) 2 +
(3127843.324 - 21922022.6335?8) 2]1/2
= 24161411.003653
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andsimilarly,
PRNI5
Pc )Collins
P_28
Pc )TortS,or
PRNI5
PC )TurboStar
= 24070789.401275
= 24161489.235775
= 24070679.511175
This results in a DD c of,
= (24161411.003653 - 24070789.401275) -
(24161489.235775 - 24070679.511175)
= -188.12222139537
Putting it all together gives the final result of,
28/15
DD-Re,,_, = DDob , - DD c
= -290.55760000274 + 188.12222139537
= -102.435378607363 m
The same procedure is followed for the post-flight test except that the
assumption listed in Table A4.1 is now a fact since the post-flight test was indeed
a zero baseline.
Sample In-Flight DD Residual Calculation
A sample calculation for the on-flight calibration test follows. Tables
A4.9 through A4.14 contain exactly the same information as Tables A4.1 through
A4.8 except that the antenna coordinates are now assumed different. Table A4.9
lists the antenna coordinates that were interpolated to GPS Time from the position
ephemerides formed as discussed in Chapter 5. Note also these coordinates are in
ECI (J2000) since the resulting ephemeris from UTOPIA is in ECI (J2000).
Therefore, the receiver positions do not need to be rotated to a nonrotating frame.
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BecausetheGPSsatellitesarein ECF,however,theystill needto berotatedback
to ECI (J2000). Here a simplification was assumedwhere the GPSsatellite
position vectorswere rotatedto ECI (TOD) rather thanECI (J2000)sinceECI
(TOD) is nearECI (J2000). Finally, Table A.16 is the resultsof the example
calculationDD residualbetweenPRN 17and5.
TableA4.9 AntennaCoordinatesInterpolatedFrom Position Ephemerides (m)
Upper-hemi ECI Frame ( XR, YR, ZR)
(inte_rpolated to 95 9 11 I0 20 9.9507766000)
1019117.1161939 -5880039.9659277 -3209147.299857
WSF-02 (m) ECl Frame CXR, YR,ZR)
(inte _rpolated to 95 9 11 10 20 10._ -5.6187980073649D-07)
1019470.4960550 -5879965.2920290 -3209163.140813
Table A4.10 Collins Pseudorange Data Sample (m)
Collins 95 9 11 10 20 9.9507766000
PRN 17 Pseudorange
PRN 5 Pseudoranse
-5879985.6540000
-5827691.7400000
Table A4.11 TurboStar L1/L2 Pseudorange Data Sample (m)
TurboStar 95 9 11 10 20 10._
PRN 17 Pseudorange 21334559.627400
PRN 5 Pseudoranl_e 21386539.098400
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TableA4.12 DataSamplingof a BroadcastEphemeris
Broadcast Ephemeris 95 9 11 10 00 00.0(0)0(0K0_
GPS Week
TOE (seconds)
a (PRN 17, PRN 5)
b (PRN 17, PRN 5)
c (PRN 17, PRN 5)
818
0.122400000D+06
-.922502949834D-04 0.125166494399D-03
-.102318153949D-11 0.216004991671D-11
0.0(0)O(KK)000D+00 0._D+00
Table A4.13 PRN Coordinates During Signal Transmission to Collins (m)
PRN 17 Coordinates ECF Frame (xt7, Y17, Z17)
(For True Transmit Time wrt GP$ wk 0fBC: 123609.97048237 s)
-6707840.2975593 25339678.560473 -3657923.3387505
PRN 5 Coordinates ECF Frame ( x 5, Ys, Zs)
(For True Transmit Time wrt GPS wk of BC: 123609.97009052 s)
-24098030.461843 11191291.577845 809584.82167432
PRN 17 Coordinates ECI Frame ( X1z, Y17, Z17)
(For Transfer Angle of 15.097321380376 rad)
-9034005.7766703 -24606526.992503 -3657923.3387505
PRN 5 Coordinates ECI Frame ( X 5, I"5, Z5 )
(For Transfer Angle of 15.097321351802 tad)
13326023.489618 -22986456.387935 809584.82167432
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Table A4.14 PRN Coordinates During Signal Transmission to TurboStar (m)
PRN 17 Coordinates ECF Frame (x17, Y17, Z_7)
(For True Transmit Time wrt GPS wk of BC: 123609.92892782 s)
-6707832.8431953 25339698.281924 -3657791.4302624
PRN 5 Coordinates ECF Frame ( x 5, Y5, Zs)
(For True Transmit Time wrt GPS wk of BC: 123609.92853702 s)
-24098028.417421 11191304.831212 809453.91228852
PRN 17 Coordinates ECI Frame ( X17 , Y17, Z17)
(For Transfer Angle of 15.097318350171 rad)
-9034097.7548680 -24606511.500550 -3657791.4302624
PRN 5 Coordinates ECI Frame ( X 5, }5, Zs )
(For Transfer Angle of 15.097318321673 rad')
13325944.563245 -22986506.453336 809453.91228852
Table A4.15 Final DD Residual Results (m)
PRN17
Pc Jcoui_s 21259068.563524
p_5_
Pc )cou_ 21453196.385433
PRNI7 \
P* )rurbostar 21259328.186339
ve.,v5 \
Pc )rurboStar 21453026.299717
D D ob_ -314.44299999997
DD_
17/5
DD-Re sidual
--429.70853158087
115.26553158090
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Appendix 5
Accounting For Attitude Variations In DD Measurements
If the coordinates for the
Shuttle and WSF-02 are defined as
shown in Figure A5.1 where OBAS is
the Shuttle-fixed coordinate system
defined in Chapter 5 as the Orbiter
Structural Axis System, then,
Zenith XOBAS
,_ T J ZOBAS
_______YoBAS _ ZWSF
.... _lC YWSF
_f" EARTH -'-"-.
WSF-02 pitch = negative Shuttle yaw
WSF-02 roll = negative Shuttle pitch
WSF-02 yaw = Shuttle roll
Figure A5.1 WSF-02 & Shuttle
Coordinates
Figure A5.1 demonstrates the shuttle in a gravity gradient (GG)
orientation. One could define a coordinate frame aligned with this GG orientation
(aligned with the OBAS frame in Figure A5.1) and call it the GG frame.
However, as evident in Figure 5.5 and 5.17, the shuttle oscillates about this
gravity gradient (GG) orientation or frame. In other words, OBAS is not in
actuality aligned with the GG frame. Now the attitude of the Shuttle may be
described by,
GG TOBAS TROLL YAW PITCH
where ORAS is the shuttle body-fixed Orbiter Rotation Axis System as described
in Chapter 5. In the in-flight DD calculations it was assumed ToC_Aswas an
identity matrix, or that the shuttle did not oscillate about its gravity gradient
orientation. Therefore, the following resulted,
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_Cr_IWSF -- -_S'I'$1WSF -_$TSIWSF = TECI RTN TUNIT "_$TSIWSF
-- ""OBA 22_ *"ECIE,.,o,e,,a_ "srN T_,_r "o_4s -o.As
In reality, however, if the actual gravity gradient attitude had been taken into
account,
r_T,_ =r__ _ _ES'S'S/WSF TEC_ tenv TVNn" y_s/wsFc,_,,., = " _nv T:/v_
where the UNIT and GG frames are assumed to be essentially aligned like the
UNIT and OBAS frames in the previous analysis discussed in Chapter 5.
Therefore, it follows that,
{[:°lIa°° °JLc° 1too_1o lr:-,-,:-'-, iF -,-:-,oo :',,,//-'-'-,,c_,=,o o , oT_BAS = -1 cr_ "
o I o -sr_, c,_JL o o I s_R_" 0 c_R,_,
The question about the effect that attitude mismodeling has on the DD
measurements requires examination. If one looks at the difference between the
actual and erroneous relative antenna positions in the OBAS frame, the magnitude
of this difference can be interpreted essentially as a "delta-baseline". In relative
positioning on non-zero baselines, the DD measurements will exhibit this
baseline; therefore, the DD measurements will be in error by this delta-baseline.
In other words,
--STS/WSF __ STSIWSF I
- RoB_E,,,, - DDA baseline = RonAs_,,,_ _excess
Looking back at the attitude variations shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.14, the
pitch and roll both vary 2.5" while the yaw varies over 25 ° from the assumed
values in the original calculations. Table A5.1 shows the variation in the baseline
at maximum pitch and roll while the yaw increases.
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Table A5.1 Variation Of In-Flight Baseline
Pitch (°)
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
Yaw (o)
0
10 2.5
20 2.5
30 2.5
Roll _o) A baseline (m)
2.5 .56
2.4
4.6
6.8
In the worst case, the effect is about 7 m, but in an rms sense the effect
will be less because of the diminishment that occurs with DD and the rms
computation. Hence, in an rms sense, the effect on DD due to this error source is
expected to be less than 2 meters.
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Appendix 6
Shuttle Center of Mass History
The following Table A6.1 lists the Shuttle center of mass (CM) position
vector in the Shuttle fixed OSRS frame (defined in Chapter 5). It also lists the
corresponding "weight" of the Shuttle (B. Tracy, JSC, personal communications,
1995).
Table A6.1 STS-69 Center of Mass History
MET
2/13:48
3/00:21
3/05:15
3/12:36
3/22:32
4/05:13
Weight (lbs)
238970
240439
238602
238565
234079
234037
^
XosRs (in.)
1102.47
1098.61
1097.97
1097.90
1100.36
1100.24
^
Yosns (in.)
0.31
-0.05
-0.05
-0.03
-0.01
0.02
Zose.s (in.)
377.51
377.94
377.94
377.53
376.45
376.44
4/12:51 234022 1100.11 0.04 376.43
4/20:40 233863 1100.17 0.08 376.45
5/04:59 233624 1100.43 0.12 376.50
Notes
post Spartan _apple
vector used for MSOPD
post WSF-02 release
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Appendix 7
Lagrange Polynomial Interpolation
The method of Lagrange Polynomial interpolation constructs a polynomial
of degree n as
n
Pn(Xk) = _ f(xj)Pj(Xk)
j=O
where xj represents the j = 1, n data points. The data points, x, in this application
is time. The functionfis the satellite position value at the data point, xk is the time
of interpolation, and Pj(xk) is
nO, k _:j
Pj(Xk)= I AJi_=o(Xk - xi), k = j where Aj - n 1
( i_j I-I(xj -- Xi)
i=0
i_ej
Because the positions for the WSF-02 and Shuttle antennas were three
dimensional vectors, a single position at a given time required three interpolations
for each component (x, y, z). Figure A7.1 is an example of Lagrange Polynomial
interpolation used with the Shuttle upper-hemi ECI (J2000) X position
component. The data used for Figure A7.1 is listed in Table A7.1.
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FigureA7.1 InterpolatedUpper-hemiECI (J2000)X Component
500000
450(X_
400000
350OO0
3O0000
E 2S0000
21X)O00 •
15(X_O.
100000.
51X_O
0
I0:17._._4
-- Polynomial
• n+l Data Po nts
I I I I I I
I0:16._ 10:18:12 10:18:20 10:.18:29 10:18:37 10:.18:46 10:18:55
GPS Time (09/11/95)
Table A7.1 Example Data Used For Lagrange Polynomial Interpolation
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10:18:00 111469.717
10:18:05 149461.087
10:18:10 187447.671
1O:18:15 225428.253
10:18:20 263401.61 8
1O:18:25 301366.548
10:18:30 339321.828
1O:18:35 377266.244
1O:18:40 415198.578
10:18:45 453117.618
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Appendix 8
Shuttle Area Assumptions
The following information was received by B. Tracy, of JSC, 1995.
As far as frontal area goes, the 2750 ft 2 number is good for a side view
(i.e. gravity gradient or there abouts). It is a good generic number that I use for
flights with GG or if there are a lot of inertial attitude holds. For max area (ZVV)
I use an area of 5600 ft 2 and a nose to the wind (+XVV) I use 1208 ft 2 (tail to
wind I use 1301 ft2). For the altitude we were flying on 69, area is not as big a
player as it would be say for the rendezvous I did on STS-64 (~140 nm). If you
plan to use constant area drag modeling, the 2750 is good.
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Appendix 9
Confirmation of Collins Clock Correction
From: SMTP%"carpente@ollie.jsc.nasa.gov" 26-JAN-1996 13:56:44.96
Subj: 3M "measurement time tags" corrections
We have gathered the following evidence supporting our idea that the 3M
receiver measurement times have indeed been compensated for receiver clock
bias:
Young has compared the 3M receiver's own solution to the ground nay
solutions based on C-band ground radar and TDRSS and found no obvious bias,
whereas our filtered solutions computed from the 3M measurement data, show the
600 meter down track bias we discussed with you earlier. I also have noticed that
the ranges between the WSF-02 and the Orbiter I get from your original
sts254_4h and wsf254_4h seem too short compared with the rendezvous radar
ranges by about 2000 feet. Finally, Ray Nuss and I confirmed with Charles
Simmons of Collins just now that the parameter called GPSTIME in 3M output
block 1022 is in fact a time compensated for the receiver clock offset.
Russell
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Appendix 10
Confirmation of Collins Channel Biases
Date: Thu, 7 Mar 1996 16:24:50 -0600
Hi all,
Ray Nuss just came by and told me that when Collins was here today, they
told him that there is a "Block 1100" which contains the interchannel bias
information. Although this is a nonstandard block that did not get recorded
during previous missions, Ray is going to try to get it added to the blocks
recorded by his software for future flights, including STS-77 in May.
Collins suggested that if we want to find the interchannel bias from
previous data sets, we should search for times when (H/W) channel 5 was tracking
the same SV as one of the other (H/W) channels. They said the receiver should
do this periodically to recalibrate its interchannel bias estimates. They also said
that for the MAGR, interchannel biases are typically a meter or less, and that they
were "bigger" for the 3M.
Russell
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